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Au reT)oir, Walter
For seuen years'V{alter Nicklin has edited this maga-
zine. During his tenure the magazine has euolued from
an esoteric "in bouse" bulletin called EURopEAN coM-
MUNITv to the polished and respected magazine EtJ-

RoPE is today.
Nicklin is a Virginia original. He came to the Euro-

pean Community by way of upr , a Masters thesis on
the British Press and BritAin's entry to the European
Community, plus an interest in politics from the Vir-
ginia Congressional campaigns of Cliue Duual and
Murat'Williams.

'Walter did it his way. He was neuer a clean desk
mnn, and his filing system consisted of small pyramids
of paper on euery conceiuable ledge or flat space in
his office. Comfctrtably lurking in his paper forest, he
would set about the task of editing EURopE with a fas-
tidious eye for detail and true editor's sense for the
newsworthiness of a story, for length, grammctr, and
accuracy. Neuer a belieuer in the posher watering
holes of 

.Washington, 
Nicklin bas shown amazing con-

fidence in the nutritional ualue of Pepperidge Farm
cookies wasbed down with uintage Pepsi.

.V/ith 
a strong bumanitarian streak, and Jeffersonian

ideals, he led our smctll team-Candace Denning,
Sarah Trott, and.Webster Martin-tbrough the mine-

fields of going professional, deueloping a paid circula-
tion, and the introduction of aduertising. His tiffs at
layout with our design team Hubert Leckie and Susan
Lehmann, Are in the proper tradition of creatil/e con-

flict..Walter's 
first enthusiasm has always been his be-

loued Virginia. lt was therefore hardly surprising that
he would wish to apply his knowledge of publishing
to bis own magazine couNTxy about the mountains
and the bay tbat he knows so well. For one will re-
member days with him at Rappahannock races, and
there are many surprised Eurocrats wbo haue helped
him in the laying of btones and rafters of his cabin
ouerlooking the Blue Ridge Mountains.

He and his beautiful wife Jane and two daughters
take our best wisbes for the future success o/ couN-
rRy. But we will keep our lTtemories of his chuckling
uillainous sense of humor and the ridiculous.-Wbat he
gaue to EURopp, is there for all to see on the sbelues of
time.
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Luxembourg Foreign Minister Gaston Thorn will take over as President of the EC Commission in january. 

GASTON THORN: A PORTRAIT 
The next EC Commission President might be most effective 

ALAN OSBORN, Benelux correspondent for The Daily Telegraph 

Watching Gaston Thorn hold a press conference is rather 
like watching a great conductor at work. The half-moon 
spectacles flash; the hands chop and stab to emphasize 
a point; the answers shoot out in rapid-fire bursts. The 
control is perfect: It is difficult to believe he has ever 
missed a cue or hit a wrong note. 

"The secret of Gaston Thorn is that he is a pure po
litical creature," explains a Luxembourg colleague. "To 
cut him off from politics would be like stopping his 
supply of oxygen." In January Thorn will take over as 
President of the EC Commission, and there are many 
who believe that.this shrewd, dynamic lawyer could be 
the most effective leader Brussels has yet seen. 

At 52, Thorn has been the dominant figure in Lux
embourg public life since the war and is by any measure 
in the front rank of those European politicians who have 
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charted and piloted the evolution of the EC institutions. 
Of course, the effort required to reach the top in a coun
try of less than half a million people cannot be compared 
with that in countries the size of Britain, Germany, or 
France. But it is surely just as fair to make the point that 
if you do come from Luxembourg, then the effort re
quired to put your mark on EC policy is correspondingly 
greater. 

The first surfacing of Thorn's political independence 
came in 1943 after the Germans had annexed Luxem
bourg and introduced Nazi propaganda in the schools. 
Thorn was among many youths in the resistance who 
refused to accept it and were imprisoned in an indoc
trination center, Stahleck. After the war he joined the 
Groupement, a new political party composed mainly of 
resistance fighters with policies that fell roughly midway 



between those of the Christian Democrats and the So
cialists. Thorn was elected to the Luxembourg Parlia
ment in 1959 and in 1961 became chairman of the Dem
ocratic Party, the successor to the Groupement. Under 
Thorn's leadership the Democratic Party evolved into 
a genuine Liberal Party, and when he entered the Eu
ropean Parliament in 1951, he became vice chairman 
of the Liberal group. He has been president of the Liberal 
International since 1970 and president of the Federation 
of Liberal and Democratic Parties in the European Com
munity since 1976. 

Thorn entered the Government in Luxembourg for 
the first time in 1968 as foreign minister, minister for 
the civil service, and minister for sport-he is a strong 
advocate of physical fitness and a keen tennis player. In 
1974 he became Prime Minister, heading a coalition of 
Liberals and Socialists-in the process ousting the Chris
tian Democrats from power for the first time in nearly 
50 years. After last year's elections the Christian Dem
ocrats formed a government with the Liberals and Thorn 
became foreign minister, his present position. This cat
alogue would be incomplete if it did not also refer to 
his record three terms as chairman of the EC Council 
of Ministers. Of course the list exaggerates Thorn's 
achievements to the extent that Luxembourg politics are 

11: close-knit, even dub-like, and the number of persons 
able and willing to form a government is not large. But 
enough has surely been said to sustain the claim that 
Thorn is the most variously experienced hand around 

Gaston Thorn speaking to the European Parliament last july in Luxembourg. 

A family picture taken of Gaston Thorn as Prime Minister, his wife, 
Liliane Thorn-Petit, and their son, Alain. 

at the moment in EC politics and many people indeed 
find it hard to believe he has not already been an EC 
commissioner. 

That is now going to be remedied and if, in retrospect, 
there seems a sort of inevitability about the appointment 
of Thorn as Commission President, that was not always 
true. Indeed it was widely reported that when the EC 
heads of government met in Venice in June and discussed 
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the identity of Roy Jenkins' successor, French President 
Giscard d'Estaing opposed Thorn's nomination. 

Various reasons were advanced for this, but the most 
plausible seems to be Thorn's reputation as a "feder
alist." The French, it was argued, would not wish to see 
in power in Brussels a man whose political philosophy 
ran to the overriding of national sovereignties by a high
powered Community executive. But if Thorn ever held 
such views, he appears to have moderated them in recent 
years. There is no doubt that he is a passionate believer 
in and defender of the idea of Europe, but he is also a 
realist. Recent speeches and interviews show him drawn 
to the idea of a flexible Community with an a la carte 
character. Thus not all countries need necessarily join 
in all EC policies to the same extent-Britain's decision 

"Gaston Thorn." l\J Bubcc, Heilbronner Stimme, German y 

to remain outside the European Monetary System is an 
example of this in practice. Thorn is unlikely to find 
such ideas intellectually very satisfying but he knows 
that given the wide variations in economic performance 
between the existing nine and the coming entry of Greece, 
Portugal, and Spain, there simply may be no alternative. 

ALL THIS SUGGESTS that there will be no revolutionary 
changes when Thorn takes over in Brussels-especially 
given that half or more of the present Commission will 
be returning for another four-year term. On the other 
hand, the scale of the challenges facing the Community 
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in the near future-of which the restructuring of the 
budget, and the economic/unemployment problem are 
the most conspicuous-does mean that the scope exists 
for making historical changes in the functioning and 
character of the Community. 

In particular the new Thorn Commission will have 
to tackle the issue of the balance of powers between the 
major EC institutions including what seems to be a 
steady attrition of the authority of the Commission itself. 
It is now seen: as inevitable that unless something radical 
is done soon to streamline the Commission, its proce
dures could become so cumbersome that its effectiveness 
is severely compromised. It is paradoxical that this should 
be brought about in part because of the entry of three 
small countries that traditionally have the biggest inter
est in having a strong Commission to balance the weight 
of the large countries. Thorn can certainly be expected 
to take the lead in moves to fortify the Commission, but 
given the fact that he was picked for his job over French 
opposition and given the less than heavyweight pull of 
Luxembourg in EC circles, it is going to take all his skills 
and tenacity to bring about much success. 

To solve the problem of Community financing will 
be even tougher. Some time next year the automatic flow 
of finance to the Community from member countries 
will fall short of outgoings. Thorn believes that member 
governments should agree to hand over a higher pro
portion of their value-added tax to the Community, but 
Britain and Germany have stated they will refuse. At the 
same time a fundamental restructuring of the budget has 
been pledged in the context of Britain's excessive con
tributions. This is looming as the most divisive and 
fraught problem for the Thorn Commission with per
haps historical repercussions for the character and di
rection of the whole Community. 

Meanwhile, Thorn is doing the thing he likes best
international politicking. As President of the EC Council 
of Ministers, he has headed the mission to the Middle 
East charged with determining the scope for a peace 
initiative by the Community. However, as the end of the 
year draws near, Thorn will be able to devote less time 
to this and will have to switch his attentions to the 
problems of the identity of the new commissioners. By 
the end of November he will already have launched 
negotiations directly in all EC capitals. It is far from 
clear how much weight will be given to Thorn's views 
by the national governments when deciding on their 
choices for the next Commission, but he is not a man 
to put up with tokenism. 

As to his personal role in the next Commission, col
leagues believe he will take a close interest in foreign 
affairs, aid, and the Community's relations with the 
Third World. His taste for travel is legendary; un voy
ageur infatigable is how an associate describes him. He 



also believes strongly in the value of the Nine's inter
national diplomacy, officially described as "political co
operation." In a recent interview he said this had been 
one of the Community's success stories of recent years. 
On the Middle East, Zimbabwe, South Africa, and on 
relations with the United States, the Communist coun
tries and the developing world, "too many people only 
notice the last-minute haggling over language and miss 
the point of our basic agreement on almost all main 
international issues," he said. 

It is probably Africa that exercises the greatest fas
cination for him, however. During his 10 years in the 
European Parliament, he traveled extensively through
out Africa, earning himself the sobriquet "Gaston 
1' Africain." He is on nickname terms with many African 

leaders today having built up a log of personal contacts 
that is likely to serve the Commission handsomely in 
this area in the next four years. 

Admiration of Thorn's style and ambition are not 
universally shared in Luxembourg, but there is no doubt 
that those who think he overdoes it are in a tiny minority. 
Most Luxembourgers take reflected pride in his presence 
on the world stage. Talking about him is a major oc
cupation. What he will do after Brussels in 1985 is any
body's guess, but at 56 the last thing he would want to 
do is quit. In Luxembourg he lives in a modest bourgeois 
house enjoying an active social life with his wife Liliane 
Thorn-Petit, a journalist who was once the Luxembourg 
correspondent for the Associated Press and is honorary 
president of the Luxembourg journalists association. 
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TRIAD OF INFLUENCE? 
An opportunity for British-French-German 
statesmanship on the world scene 

LORD CHALFONT, OBE MC, a member of the House of Lords and former 
defense correspondent for The Times of London Lord Chalfont 

There was some years ago a cartoon in an American 
newspaper that depicted General Charles de Gaulle re
clining in a suitably magnificent bed: At the window of 
the bedroom stood a liveried manservant with his hand 
on the curtains, saying, "The sun is ready to rise, Gen
eral, when you are." This disobliging comment reflected 
Anglo-Saxon attitudes toward the French which have 
not been entirely dispersed by de Gaulle's disappearance 
from the world scene. In fact, so far as Anglo-French 
relations are concerned, it is difficult to discern any not
able improvement. 

When the French fishermen went on strike last sum
mer, and thousands of British tourists were left milling 
like refugees around the Channel ports of France and 
Belgium, feelings ran predictably high. The "bloody 
French" -already in deep disfavor on account of their 
atrocities in the matters of sheepmeat and apples-began 
to regain, in British demonology, the place temporarily 
usurped by such amateurs of the game as the Ugandans, 
Andrew Young, and more recently the Iranians. 

Nor apparently, was the sentiment unilateral. Articles 
in French newspapers regularly castigate the British for 
condoning starvation in Karamoja, complaining about 
the common agricultural policy, and failing to come to 
terms with the fact that the British Empire no longer 
exists. The most provoking accusation of all is that Brit
ain's attitude toward the European Community is that 
of a man who applies to join a club, is accepted, and 
then declines to abide by the rules. For a nation that 
invented the gentlemen's club, this is too much to bear 
with equanimity. 

When British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher set 
out to achieve a fundamental change in the club's sub
scription rates, her tactics, which might fairly be de
scribed as robust, did nothing to improve matters, and 
many a polytechnicien and inspecteur de finance was to 
be heard uttering elegantly anglophobe sentiments at 
diplomatic gatherings. The matter was summed up with 
masterly Gallic understatement at a reception held in 
the magnificent refectory at the Abbey of Fontevraud, 
after a concert by the European Community Youth 
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Orchestra. A senior French politician, asked about the 
growing intimacy of relations between France and Ger
many as opposed to the somewhat tattered condition 
of the entente cordiale between France and Britain, ob
served sadly that it was "much easier to communicate 
with the Germans than with the English." 

These are the outward and visible signs of the recent 
decline in Anglo-French relations to a level as low as 
they ever reached when General de Gaulle was frus
trating British attempts to join the European Community 
in the 1960's. Yet it is arguable· that we are entering a 
period in which cooperation and understanding among 

At the June Venice economic summit (L-R): German Chancellor Helmut Schm~ 
Cossiga; US President jimmy Carter; and British Prime Minister Margaret Thatchl 



the great powers of 'Western Europe have never been
more important.

It has become commonplace to regard the 1980's as

an especially dangerous decade-a judgement that de-
rives in large part from the predictions of strategic an-
alysts who calculate that for a brief but significant period
in the second half of the 1980's, the Soviet Union will
have achieved a clear superiority over the United States
in nuclear weapons, creating a dangerous gap that could

I not be closed even if the American President were to
embark tomorrow on a massive rearmament program.
It is, however, not necessary to accept this alarming
proposition and its more apocalyptic implications to be
persuaded that the next 10 years will be years of tur-
bulence, uncertainty, and possibly even of war. There
is much more to the challenge of the L980's than the
crude threat of Soviet imperialism. The pattern of world
politics is itself undergoing a fundamental transforma-
tion. Many of the familiar landmarks by which we have
become accustomed to order human affairs are disap-
pearing.

The upheaval in Iran has introduced into the inter-
national community a regime of fanatics and obscur-
antists for whom the civilized conduct of international
relations has no meaning. In dealing with them, neither

lnch President Val|ry Giscard d'Estaing; then-ltalian Prime Minister Francesco

s

the traditional practices of diplomacy nor the threat of
overwhelming military power is likely to be effective.
Their citizens are encouraged to act almost with im-
punity as destabilizing influences wherever, in the free
world, it seems expedient or attractive to them to do so;
and any citizen of the free world who is rash enough to
remain in Iran lives in constanf peril of being thrown
into prison, usually on some vague charge of espionage,
at the whim of those who are, in theory at least, in
charge of that country's affairs.

MEANWHILE, AT A MUCH DIFFERENT LEVEL, the Teceived
wisdom about d6tente and the East-\ilfest relationship
is being radically undermined by events in Poland. No
one who remembers 1953 in Berlin, 1955 in Hungary,
or 'j.968 in Czechoslovakia doubts the determination of
the Soviet Union to guard against any disposition toward
dissidence on the part of the Warsaw Pact allies. Move-
ments of national liberation and resistance against im-
perialist oppression are not encouraged so close to home,
and the modest degree of liberalization with which the
Polish leadership sought to deal with its strikers is al-
ready under threat. The somber'fact is that the Soviet
Union, unlike the United States, will have no inhibition
about using its massive military strength if it considers
its interests to be at risk or its authority to be defied.

Elsewhere in the world the evidence of a changing
order is too conclusive to be ignored. The countries of
the Third rilTorld have served notice that they intend to
take a "tough line" in the North/South Dialogue. This
will presumably include an intensification of the pro-
cedure by which the industrialized world is already held
to ransom by a cartel of oil-producing nations. In China
further changes in leadership are paving the way for
whatever programs are eventually decided upon to fulfill
the declared aim of bringing the People's Republic into
the front rank of world powers by the end of the century.

Finally, the explosion of violence between Iraq and
Iran has taken the Middle East into a new dimension
of instability. This is not simply a matter of the disrup-

>lJ\lt,s,P'''
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tion of world oil supplies. A fight to the death between 
two of the most powerful military establishments in the 
Islamic world could have repercussions throughout the 
area and might even drag in the superpowers, however 
determined they might be to not become directly in
volved. 

Lord Bryce might have been writing of the 1980's 
rather than the 1880's when he observed in The Amer
ican Commonwealth that "a cloud bank was on the 
horizon and now no longer distant, a time of mists and 
shadows, wherein dangers may be concealed, whose 
force and magnitude we can scarcely conjecture." It will 
be a time for political leadership of a high order. In the 

laxed. Some of the instinctive antipathy that seemed to 
exist between the British Prime Minister and President 
Giscard appeared for the moment to have been dissi
pated, and they discovered common interests over a wide 
range of international problems. At about the same time, 
however, French Prime Minister Raymond Barre dem
onstrated that there was no cause for complacency when 
he delivered a somewhat sour address to one of those 
curious "Konigswinter" -type conferences convened in 
Bordeaux to promote better Franco-British understand
ing. It is clearly going to take a good deal more than 
summitry in Paris and banqueting in the claret country 
to mend the dilapidated fences. German Chancellor 

Iraqi soldiers guarding the Iranian border in September after the outbreak of violence. This new dimension of instability in the Mideast makes imperative 
"understanding and wise statemanship in Western Europe." © UPI 

long term, as Henry Kissinger has said, there can be no 
peace without equilibrium and no justice without re
straint. Yet these are the two qualities most conspicu
ously absent from the emerging international scene. 

There is therefore an especially imperative need for 
understanding and wise statesmanship in Western Eu
rope. As the European Community has so far been a 
profound disappointment to those who saw it as a cat
alyst of political unity, it is upon the three major powers-
Britain, France, and Germany-that the responsibility 
now lies. The flourishing Franco-German rapproche
ment has shown what is possible. In the dangerous 1980's 
France and Britain cannot afford the luxury of the mu-
·tual suspicion and mistrust that has characterized their 
relationship for so long. 

There have been signs of a modest improvement in 
the climate. When Thatcher visited Paris last September, 
the atmosphere, if not exactly cordial, was at least re-
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Helmut Schmidt, who has now been given an unequiv
ocal mandate for a further period of his special brand 
of Social Democratic Europeanism, is having much more 
success in his dealings with President Giscard. 

Meanwhile, the British Labour Party conference has 
committed a future Labour government to withdrawal 
from the European Community. It is, of course, arguable 
that however seductive this policy may be to a substantial 
section of the British electorate, other developments in 
the Labour Party have made their accession to power 
in the near future a remote contingency. Whether this 
is true or not, it is clear that Western Europe faces a 
dangerous crisis of leadership, purpose, and vision. 
Whether it will survive that crisis or not will depend in 
large measure on whether Britain can succeed in con
verting what is at present a Franco-German axis into a 
powerfu'l and cohesive triad of influence within the Eu
ropean Community. 
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COMMON FISHERIES POLICY? 
But traditional fishing rights are "the nub of the issue" 

AXEL KRAUSE, economic correspondent for the International Herald Tribune in Paris 

It was a sultry day in mid-August, and France was gripped 
by a blockade of its major ports caused by the nation's 
25,000 fishermen protesting layoffs as well as falling 
prices for their fish. Tens of thousands of British tourists 
stranded in the dispute were among those hardest hit 
as the Times of London dryly quipped, "Once again 
people with a grievance have chosen to hit the August 
holiday-makers in order to advance their demands." 

But among those also embittered by the strike-fish
ermen, trawler operators, port authorities, French union 
and government officials-few summed up the mood 
better than Paul Reburs, manager of a small hotel in Le 
Havre. "Look," he said, gesturing to a slab of imported 
frozen ray fish he had just pulled out of his refrigerator. 
"I bought this American frozen variety for 14 francs a 
kilo, compared to 39 francs charged for fresh ray down
town. . . . Why should we taxpayers be asked to pay 
more to help the fishermen?" 

Angered by the loss of business caused by the block
ade, Reburs concluded, "This fishing controversy may 
be settled, but the economics of this business in France 
and elsewhere in Europe-compared to mine anyway
simply do not make sense." 

That viewpoint is shared by a wide body of econo
mists, government, industry planners, and politicians on 
both sides of the Atlantic, who over the past few months 
have come to the conclusion that the Western world's 
fishing industry, having evolved into a chaotic, stag
nating way of life, probably cannot survive without gov
ernment subsidies and other forms of aid. 

One major consequence may well be the enactment 
of a common fisheries policy within the European Com
munity, which would implement a far-reaching scheme 
for the careful sharing and conserving of fish resources 
within the Community, while also cutting total catching 
capacity. In the early fall it appeared doubtful that EC 
ministers and Brussels-based planners would meet their 
self-imposed deadline to have such a policy formulated 
by December 31, and some observers predicted that even 
if a policy emerged during 1981, it would not solve any 
basic problems. 
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"A little EC aid will be provided to soften the blow, 
but no miracle rescues," said The Economist, adding 
with a heavy dose of skepticism, "All the Community 
can offer is protection of a common resource from com
mon greed, a tidier framework for planning and in
vestment, and a few ideas for fishermen on new ways 
of making money." 

Looking at the fishing industry in a world context, 
however, the EC scheme looks far better-and more 
promising-than The Economist suggests and indeed 
may provide an example for others. "We are all watching 
the EC efforts, since it could represent the first major 
step towards some form of internationalized approach 
to the industry in which virtually nothing is regulated 
worldwide, particularly prices," said a senior official of 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and De
velopment ( OECD) in Paris. 
THE PLIGHT OF THE WESTERN WORLD'S INDUSTRY stems 
from a combination of forces and factors-soaring fuel 
costs; depleted supplies; too many men and vessels; a 
recent, unexpected drop in consumption in the United 
States due to the recession; plus new, low-cost frozen 
fish shipped from Latin America, the United States, and 
the Far East and, which incidentally, kept French cus
tomers satisfied during the strike. 

In most of the 24 OECD nations-comprising North 
America, Europe, and Japan-the fishing industry has 
become depressed and in many cases is on the verge of 
bankruptcy. In a recent survey of the fishing industry, 
the OECD concluded that "a gloomy view is taken of a 
future in which activities will be reduced in varying pro
portions to complete extinction." 

In most industrialized countries fishermen account for 
less than 1 percent of the total labor force and their 
numbers are slowly dwindling as well. In the past decade 
within the Community, for example, their total in eight 
member countries shrunk to 140,000 from 154,000. The 
biggest plunge came in France-10,000 fishermen left 
the business since 1970, while in Britain and Italy the 
numbers held steady at around 22,000 and 62,000 re
spectively. 
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Despite their relatively small numbers fishermen are 
not without political and economic clout, for as an EC 
official put it during the height of the French blockade: 
"In global terms fishermen do not amount to much, but 
regionally and locally, they account for a helluva lot, as 
the events in France are proving." 

Echoing the views of other experts, the EC official 
noted that quite apart from their potential ability to 
block strategically important ports and other waterways, 
fishermen often live in high unemployment areas and 
their earnings provide a welcome multiplier effect. The 
Economist in a recent survey of the industry reported 
that a study of Shetland's economy has suggested that 

This tough, noble way of life "probably cannot survive without 
government subsidies and other forms of aid." 

each pound sterling spent by the fish processing industry 
there creates another 2.82 pounds, whereas a pound 
spent in oil development creates only 1.40 pounds. 

The crucial, politically explosive question raised by 
striking French fishermen is this: How should govern
ment subsidies and other forms of aid be used? Of course, 
compared to agriculture and other sectors of economic 
life, the amounts involved are small. The total value of 
production in OECD countries during 1978, the latest 
period for which figures are available, grew slightly to 
just more than $10 billion, according to the OECD. Gov
ernment subsidies probably do not account for more 
than 20 percent of that total; the Community's annual 
budget averages roughly $15 million, which in the words 
of one EC official is "peanuts compared to our farm 
spending." 

Among the OECD producers Japan ranks first with a 
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volume of $3.5 billion, followed by the United States 
with $1.8 billion; France, $77 5 million; Canada, $731 
million; Norway, $515 million; Italy, $482 million; 
Britain, $474 million; and Denmark, $359 million. 

"Given the fact that worldwide prices fluctuate with
out regulation and are now stagnating, states and in
ternational bodies, such as the Community, must get 
involved," said an OECD official. "Otherwise, there will 
be more failures and the ending of a tough, noble way 
of life." 

In an effort to meet its year-end deadline, the EC 
Commission circulated the draft version of a policy
guidelines paper to member governments in Brussels in 

The fishing industry's plight is the result of several factors- soaring fuel 
costs, too many men and vessels, and low-cost frozen fish imports. 

late September; this document was intended to become 
the focal point of Community deliberations over a fish
eries policy. Its basic purpose, in the words of Eamonn 
Gallagher, EC Director-General of Fisheries, is to assure 
that "fish within the EC area come onto the market at 
prices interesting for the housewife and, at the same 
time, give fishermen a decent living." But as Gallagher 
readily concedes, getting agreement among EC members 
on specifics of such a policy will not be easy, if for no 
other reason than the Community's determination to 
avoid the creation of anything akin to the common ag
riculture policy. 

"In terms of what we are seeking to develop, there 
certainly will not be any move towards establishing 
mountains of stinking fish," Gallagher said, adding that 
although there are price-stabilization figures in the EC 
proposals, the Commission is avoiding any linkage with 



heavy subsidies and surpluses. "The Community is not 
endorsing extreme views," he said. 

Among the EC proposals are schemes to aid fishermen 
by overhauling pricing within the Community in such 
a way as to permit catches in relationship to the market 
supply. Tackling the highly sensitive issue of imports, 
the Community wants "a system more flexible com
prising several stages and procedures of commercial pro
tection," but does not specify exactly what it has in 
mind. And finally, the Community is proposing that 
producer organizations stengthen themselves and that 
member countries be prepared to spend more on sub
sidies to support producer and processing industries. 

mainly between France and Britain. In mid-September, 
France's transport minister, Joel Le Theule, released a 
wide-ranging background paper in Paris spelling out 
French demands, which include "free access" to all fish 
resources within the Community's 200-mile limit. 

What this means is that French fishermen are seeking 
the right "to fish right up the beaches within the Com
munity . . . a major sticking point with the British," 
an EC official said, noting that Britain has always de
manded an exclusive 12-mile zone. The EC Commission 
is proposing that the existing 12-mile coastal zones be 
extended beyond an original 1982 deadline, providing 
that traditional fishing rights within those zones are 

Consumers want reasonably priced fish products; fish ermen demand a decent living. Shown here is a fish market . © Richard Massey, London 

"I think we will be getting an agreement this winter," 
Gallagher said, adding quickly that the EC policy will 
be essentially organizational-and structural, as the 
economists are fond of saying-which means, among 
other things, more casualties. "The industry is in a very 
uncertain state," he said, noting that frozen fish within 
the Community now accounts for nearly 50 percent of 
all sales volume, causing additional pressures, as Reburs 
in Le Havre noted last summer. 

Or, as a senior industry official in Brussels put it: 
"The fish is pouring in from everywhere-Taiwan, In
donesia, the Soviet Union, Argentina, Chile, and Peru 
... and the substitution rate is incredible with over a 
thousand different varieties of fish, compared to only 
10 varieties of meat, such as beef or lamb." 

ONE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT ASPECTS of developing an EC 
fisheries policy will be resolving political differences, 

negotiated bilaterally. An example: Bretons fishing off 
Cornwall. 

"This is the nub of the issue," said Gallagher, noting 
that negotiating those rights will be what he terms "a 
cause of tension" in the months ahead. Failure to resolve 
the fisheries question could impede progress on such 
issues as Britain's contribution to the EC budget overall, 
he said. "Fishing is by no means an isolated issue," added 
another senior official in Brussels. 

Britain's Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher during a 
one-day visit to Paris in mid-September told newsmen 
that Franco-British relations had reverted to their nor
mal, friendly state and that in her talks with top French 
officials, including President Valery Giscard d'Estaing, 
"good progress" had been made on fishing. Diplomatic 
observers interpreted her statement as a positive sign 
that compromises were in the works, although they quickly 
noted that any EC agreement would hardly revitalize 
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the industry. 
As the EC deliberations moved ahead, French officials 

were determined to continue pursuing what they term 
le plan, which triggered the strike last August in the first 
place. Similar to the reorganization of France's steel in
dustry and reflecting the austerity policies of Prime 
Minister Raymond Barre, the plan promises the industry 
new subsidies, totaling roughly $7.5 million, but on the 
condition that it first "rationalize" operations. 

According to the industry, this involves cutting the 
total number of French fishermen to 8,000 from the 
present 25,000 by 1985; allowing domestic sales to drop 
by around 50 percent over the next five years, while 
encouraging a substantial increase in imports. By the 
same token, however, Le Theule's proposals call for 
tightening restrictions on fish imported into the Com
munity, notably from Canada, Iceland, and Norway, 
and to block what the French allege to be dumping. 

"There is an election coming in France, and it may 

help some of the proposals being floated," said a sea
soned Western diplomat, noting that the French Gov
ernment also does not want a repeat of last summer's 
blockade in which Barre mobilized naval ships to clear 
oil harbors immobilized by trawlers. Although the Gov
ernment's swift, tough response was widely denounced 
by French labor unions and leftist opposition groups, 
any further political fallout seemed unlikely. "The Gov
ernment has kept the upper hand by force," added the 
diplomat. 

This was not to say that the fishermen were giving up. 
A 35-year-old fisherman relaxing near a 19-ton trawler 
docked in Le Havre provided an insight into the .feefing 
of his profession in the Western world. "I am dedicated 
to this way of life, having started in Newfoundland 14 
years ago . . . I don't know what I would do if I had 
to leave it," he said. But he added, "I have trouble living 
on what I sell, and I feel I am entitled to some help to 
make ends meet-just like the farmers." 

"Do you think we'd get away with it, comrade?" 
© Holland, Daily Telegraph , London 

"The travel brochures didn 't mention anything 
about having to have a Dunkirk spirit." © Gurbutt, 

England 

"You heard! National Union of Seamen. Now open the windows and fly over London." © Mac, Daily 

Mail, London 
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TRANSPORTATION 
CHALLENGE 
Integrating Europe's Road, Rail, and Air Systems 

DAVID BELL, news editor of the international edition of the London Financial Times 

Sir Freddie Laker, hero of cut-price air travelers on both 
sides of the Atlantic, is fighting a new fares war in Eu
rope. So far his attempt to win the right to issue new 
low-price, standby fares on some 600 new intra-Euro
pean routes has been rejected out of hand by European 
governments. Now he is taking the fight to the European 
Court of Justice-arguing that the current, cozy inter
airline agreements in Europe are against the Treaty of 
Rome, under which the European Economic Community 
was established in 1958. 

What Sir Freddie wants is wholesale deregulation, 
more or less on the American model. As he will tell 
anyone who cares to listen, it is manifestly absurd that 
it costs the same to fly the 400 miles from London to 
Glasgow as it does to fly 3,000 miles from New York 
to California. But his new assault on Europe's airlines 
raises issues that go well beyond air travel alone. They 
go to the heart of a problem in the Community. 

The next stage of the integration of Europe depends 
on a whole variety of factors. But none is more central 
than the transport systems-road, rail, and air-that 
bind the continent together and which have changed so 
dramatically over the past 20 years: 

• The European divided highway network is nearing 
completion. An "interstate" network now connects al
most all the major European capitals, and long-distance 
trucks are as common a sight in Europe as they are on 
the interstate system in the United States. 

• Money has, meanwhile, been poured into European 
rail systems. Fast, comfortable Trans European Express 
passenger trains link the major cities providing a service 
which is the envy of many American travelers who may 
have been irritated by the uneven service provided by 
Amtrak. Inter-European freight services are also highly 
developed. 

Bicycles provide transportation for many Europeans, as shown here in Amsterdam. © Patrick Ward, Woodfin Camp 



• Canals, linked in with the major rivers of northern 
Europe, continue to play a vital part in the moving of 
heavy goods. The new canal now being built to link the 
Rhine with the Danube in Germany will provide the 
final part of a 2,000-mile navigable waterway stretching 
from Rotterdam to the Black Sea. 

teet or subsidize their own transport undertakings in 
order to keep foreign competition out. 

The picture varies considerably, of course. Europe's 
rail systems are highly integrated, even if there are very 
wide differences in the way they are operated and fi
nanced. And the long-distance truck network is winning 
an increasing share of the total freight market despite 
the obstacles in its way. 

• And, by no means least, there has been an enormous 
increase in air traffic and services since the 1950's. 

Yet, for all the progress, Europe's overall transport 
policy is still far from an unqualified success. 

The nine EC members are divided on airline dereg
ulation, truck deregulation, and long-distance road haul
age policy. They have been unable to agree on a common 
customs and immigration procedure to reduce irritating 
frontier delays. And individual countries still either pro-

What follows is an examination of the European trans
port scene, sector by sector, at the start of what promises 
to be another decade of argument about how it might 
be altered further to realize the dream of the founders 
of the Community. This was a unified transport network 
which would once and for all transcend the differences 
between member states. 

Railways 
Europe's rail system is currently enjoying 
something of a renaissance. But most of the 
Community's state-owned national rail or
ganizations have effectively abandoned the 
idea that they should actually run at a profit. 
And some of them remain remarkably inef
ficient. The principle that railways should be 
run as a public service was accepted in Europe 
long before its recent-and only grudging
acceptance in parts of the United States. This 
was partly because of the war that did so 
much damage to the network, damage that 
could only be repaired with government fi
nancial aid. 

But also because the principle was ac
cepted, it made more organizational sense to 
merge into one unit the smaller independent 
companies that had built the network. The 
economies of scale-some of which have never 
actually materialized-would help cover the 
costs of some of the less economic routes that 
needed to be kept going as a public service. 

The result is certainly a system that is ov
er.manned and whose productivity record var
ies widely. But it has the great advantage that, 
in comparison with the ailing railroad system 
in the northeastern United States, it has not 
been starved of investment. Nor has it been 
starved of passengers. In the years when the 
major US railroad companies turned their 
backs on passenger traffic, Europe's rail net
work welcomed it. Large sums were spent to 
relay track in continuously welded rails al
lowing higher speeds and a more comfortable 
ride. This in turn helped freight traffic which 
has been able to travel faster than it can in 
the United States. The crippling lack of in
vestment by many US rail companies in the 
past allowed track maintenance standards to 
slip, markedly by comparison with Europe. 

Now, particularly in France, even more 
money is being pomed into high speed trains. 
The French are building new special high speed 
lines to allow 150-mile-per-hour trains to link 
cities 250 and more miles apart. And in Brit
ain new High Speed Trains operating at 125 
miles per hour now connect an increasing 
number of major cities. Inter-city passenger 
traffic has been climbing steadily. 

European railwaymen have never under
stood why the United States, which has the 
same sort of population densities in the 
Northeast and parts of the Midwest as in 
Europe, did not earlier see the advantages of 
the train. Some of them now argue that parts 

of the US system have gone beyond the point 
of no return. 

Keeping the railways healthy is expensive, 
however. The British Government, for ex
ample, is currently having a public row with 
British Rail which is arguing that the Gov
ernment is not giving enough assistance to 
invest in new locomotives and passenger cars. 
And the Germans are extremely concerned 
at the mounting cost of the Deutsche Bun
desbahn. 

Almost all the rail organizations in Europe 
depend on their governments for at least 40 
percent of their operating and capital invest
ment costs, according to a new study recently 

A Trans European Express passenger train in Germany. 
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completed by the University of Leeds in Brit
ain. The only exceptions are Sweden, where 
the state only funds 11 percent of the cost, 
and Britain where the Government meets only 
29 percent of network expenses. In Italy the 
Government meets a staggering 68 percent 
of the cost of keeping the rail system going, 
while in France the state pays for 45 percent 
of the country's network. In Germany the 
state meets 40 percent of the running costs. 

The result of this is that in many European 
countries fares can be kept artificially low. 
Exact comparisons are difficult because of 
exchange rate fluctuations, but it is clear for 
example that Italy's average rail fares are half 
those of British Rail, which is the most ex
pensive network in the system. Not surpris
ingly, low fares equal a higher share of the 
overall market. The rail systems of France 
and Italy both have over 10 percent of the 
total passenger (by road, air, and rail) kilo
meter market. Britain and Germany, by con
trast, have only just over 6 percent. 

In the freight side of the business, the story 
is much the same. British Rail's freight busi
ness is in very bad shape and the cost of ship
ping by rail is high. France, Belgium, and 
Germany on the other hand operate prefer
ential price systems to encourage firms to ship 
by rail and also benefit from the huge increase 
in transhipments by rail right across the con
tinent. 

Freight costs are also influenced by the rel
ative cost of shipping by road. Taxation on 
heavy trucks in Germany is very high and 
both France and Germany have a system of 
quantity licensing that is designed to en.:. 
courage greater use of the rail system. Thus 
nearly half of French and German steel goes 
by rail, whereas in Britain the railways carry 
only 10 percent of the country's steel output. 
And nearly 60 percent of German fertilizers 
go by train compared with only 8 percent in 
Britain. 

From time to time the EC Commission has 
dreamed of a unified pricing structure that 
would iron out all these disparities and the 
various advantages they mean for companies 
operating in countries where freight and pas
senger rates are subsidized. But there are not 
many analysts who believe that it will ever 
be possible to create a single · fare structure, 
because different countries have such differ
ent views of how the railways should be fi
nanced. 

In some countries, also, it is clear that the 
railways continue to be overmanned because 
governments cannot face the political costs 
of slimming them down. Italy has 708 staff 
per million train kilometers traveled com
pared with the Netherlands which has 255 
staff per million. Germany-whose efficiency 
in the private sector is ·legendary-operates 
one ~f the most overmanned networks in 
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Europe with 571 staff per million train kil
ometers. France is somewhat better with 477, 
and Britain checks in at 413. 

Here, however, the overall figures hide the 
fact that Britain and Italy are by far the least 
efficient at running their freight operations. 
Both countries require more than twice as 
many men to run their freight services as 
other, more efficient railways. 

Overall, then, Europe may be counted lucky 
because it has kept its rail system more or 
less intact. The high degree of electrification 
(everywhere but in Britain) has also softened 
the blow of continually rising diesel fuel prices. 
On the other hand the cost of operating the 
system-or, more accurately, the cost of sub
sidizing it-is very high. Labor costs account 
for around 60 percent of total costs in most 
countries and are rising sharply. This is bound 
to mean that the need for improved produc
tivity will become steadily more acute. 

Yet the basic commitment to the rail net
work is there. The railways are winning back 
passengers from the airlines on short haul 
routes and from the roads on long distance 
freight schedules. These are trends that seem 
likely to continue. And it is not for nothing 
that British Rail is currently running an ex
pensive advertising campaign with the slogan, 
"This Is the Age of the Train." 

Highways 
It has taken a long time to build the European 
equivalent of the US interstate highway sys
tem. But the network is now almost complete, 
allowing high speed driving on divided high
ways almost without interruption from Co
penhagen in Denmark to Alicante in Spain 
or from Hamburg to Naples. 

These new highways have already had an 
enormous impact on Europe. They have, for 
example, made the south of France much 
more accessible from all over the continent 
with the result that this summer the autoroute 
to Nice and Marseilles was, at times, over
whelmed by the flow of cars and caravans 
traveling south. 

At some weekends traffic jams more than 
10 miles long built up at key highway junc
tions. And the impact on the coastal resorts 
themselves was dramatic. They have now 
reached saturation point-there was no room 
for many of the campers who made the jour
ney-and angry clashes took place at several 
crowded camping sites. 

The heavy summer traffic again threw into 
sharp relief some of the deficiences in the 
European network. Many of the older French 
autoroutes, for example, are toll roads built 
in the Sixties by private companies in a hurry. 

The European inter-country highway system is almost complete from Copenhagen to Alicante, Spain, 
and from Hamburg to Naples. 



Often they are only two lanes on each side, 
which means that they are already nearing 
their design capacity. 

In parts of Germany the problem is the 
same, but for rather different reasons. Here 
the basic autobahn network was designed in 
the Thirties primarily to allow rapid military 
movements. Then it was far ahead of its time. 
Now some routes are showing their age and 
badly need widening to at least three lanes 
on each side. 

In Britain, meanwhile, the system is still 
not extensive enough. In particular, London 
is still without a proper orbital road, and the 
motorway planned to circle the city is not 
expected to be completed before 1986 at the 
earliest. Many of the early stretches of high
way, built in the early Sixties, are now falling 
apart-meaning that in Britain, as elsewhere 
in Europe (and the United States), road repair 
bills are mounting alarmingly. 

Part of the reason for this is that the mo
torways were badly constructed. But the real 
reason is that all the estimates of likely traffic 
flows have turned out to be wildly inaccurate. 
The key route from London to Birmingham, 
for example, is already carrying much more 
traffic than it was expected to be carrying in 
1990. 

This enormous expansion in traffic-par
ticularly heavy truck traffic-has already pre
cipitated a major row within the Community. 

EC truck regulations are strict, but the 
Commission has been ready to allow much 
larger trucks, with correspondingly large axle 
weights, to operate within the Community. 

European long-distance truck drivers, 
meanwhile, are only allowed to work a spec
ified number of hours a day at the wheel, and 
their driving time is monitored by a "tach
ograph," a machine which automatically keeps 
a check on miles driven and hours worked. 

British drivers objected furiously to what 
they called a "spy in the cab" and for a long 
time refused to have anything to do with it. 
However, tachographs are now being intro
duced into cabs even if only slowly. 

The British Government, meanwhile, has 
been fighting a powerful rearguard action 
against heavier trucks, arguing that the dam
age which they do to the roads is so great 
that they will churn up vast parts of the Brit
ish road system, which was simply never de
signed to take their weight. 

A recent study by the Batelle Research In
stitute in Geneva lent some weight to this 
argument. It showed that heavy truck traffic 
accounts for a remarkable 85 percent of road 
wear in Europe and that taxes on long-dis
tance truck operators actually only meet half 
the cost of building and maintaining the road 
network. 

This is an old argument, which has its 
counterpart in the United States. It is com-

pounded by the fact that truck license fees 
and truck usage taxes vary enormously from 
country to country. In some parts of Europe, 
for example, trucks do not have to pay tolls 
in return for keeping out of cities and staying 
on the autoroutes. A recent decision in Nice 
to start charging tolls after waiving them has 
caused an outcry among truck operators. 

German truck taxes are high, whereas in 
Britain they are considered very low. One of 
the consequences is that, despite its inade
quate road network, Britain ships more of its 
goods by road than any other major EC coun
try. Still, if it's any consolation to the British, 
they are the safest drivers in Western Europe, 
though not as safe as their counterparts in 
the United States. 

In the long term, there is no doubt that it 
will be the motor routes that remain Europe's 
primary arteries. The increase in the price of 
gas has made little difference to driving levels, 
partly because European cars have become 
steadily more fuel-efficient and are likely to 
get more efficient still. 

Here, too, of course, the Community's dream 
is of a time when immigration and customs 
checks have been abolished at all European 
borders and drivers can move as easily from 
Amsterdam to Rome as they can from New 
York to Denver. That dream is still some way 
from being realized. But the roads are now 
almost all in place, and it would well be that 

their very existence-and the ease of travel
will help bring the dream closer to reality. 

The Airlines 
Operating an airline in Europe, at first sight, 
is not all that different from running one in 
the northern half of the United States. Short
and medium-haul, high-density routes link 
major population centers. Business traffic is 
heavy; and, in winter, both systems can be 
thrown into chaos by fog, snow, and ice. 

In practice, however, this is where the sim
ilarity ends. Each of the nine EC countries 
has responsiblity for air traffic control within 
its airspace-providing endless opportunities 
for friction. Fares and schedules between cap
itals are fixed by member governments, each 
jealously protecting their own state-owned 
carriers. Customs and immigration checks slow 
up embarkation procedures and baggage han
dling. 

The result of all this is a system that creates 
massive frustration not only for Americans, 
who compare it unfavorably with their own 
domestic network, but also for the thousands 
of harassed European executives who have 
to rely on it. 

All this frustration has been crystallized in 
the argument about air fares, now the subject 
of a special EC investigation. 

The pressure to cut European air fares has 

Each country is responsible for traffic control within its own airspace-providing endless 
opportunities for friction . Shown here is the Shannon airport in Ireland. 
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Only taxis and buses are permitted in this busy shopping district in London. <!J Richard Massey 

come principally from Britain, partly because 
it is the home of Sir Freddie Laker, but also 
because it is the only large European country 
with major independent airlines operating side 
by side with a state-owned flag carrier. 

Laker, British Caledonian, and Air UK
the three independents-have all applied to 
the British Civil Aviation Authority (CAA, 

rough equivalent of the US Civil Aeronautics 
Board) for permission to operate cut price 
service on a host of routes from Britain to 
cities in Europe. On average the fares they 
propose would be 50 percent less than present 
levels. 

The CAA has rejected all their applica
tions-arguing that they are too far-reaching, 
that the European airline industry could not 
survive this kind of instant deregulation, and 
that, in any case, it could never get its coun
terparts in the rest of Europe to agree to such 
revolutionary proposals. 

The latter point is certainly true. Dr. Um
berto Nordio, the chairman of Alitalia, em
phasized it succinctly in a recent interview. 
"No European government will allow their 
own airlines to suffer serious losses of traffic 
to third parties because their air transport 
industries are vital for their economies. In a 
free-for-all the sufferer in the long-term will 
be the customer and the taxpayer. We are not 
evil protectionists. We are all in the same boat 
and are all fighting for survival." 

France, Germany, and Italy are all opposed 
to any kind of airline deregulation at this 
stage. And since all routes and fares have to 
be negotiated government to government, there 
is very little that any one airline, on its own, 
can do. 

Sir Freddie hopes to short-circuit this proc
ess by questioning the principle under which 
fares and routes are fixed. He is thus pinning 
his hopes on the European Court. It promises 

Canals continue to play a vital role in the European transportation picture. Shown here is barge 
traffic in Belgium. 

to be a long struggle. 
The irony is that the current excess of reg

ulation is itself very expensive. The Interna
tional Air Transport Association (lATA) said 
in September that airline costs in Western 
Europe are between $1.5 and $2 billion higher 
than they need be largely because of defi
ciencies in the air traffic control system. 

Eurocontrol, the body which links the in
dividual air traffic control systems of each 
country, is planning to increase its charges 
by up to 40 percent next year. It will then be 
collecting around $1.2 billion from the air
lines using the space for which it is respon
sible. 

The lATA study showed that if Western 
Europe had the same system as that operated 
in the United States by the Federal Aviation 
Administration-and was not also governed 
by strict rules about avo-iding military air
space-airlines could save up to 600 million 
gallons of fuel, worth about $800 million. 
And they would be able to cut out some 
240,000 hours of unnecessary flying time. 

A key element in the Laker argument is 
that European airlines ought to have the right 
to start and finish flights outside their own 
country. For example, he says, Air France 
should be able to operate a route from Milan 
to Frankfurt and back if it feels it can justify 
the service. 

In the air industry this is known as the 
"fifth freedom," but almost all European 
governments are adamantly opposed to 
granting it either to Sir Freddie or to anyone 
else. 

The reason is simple. Most state airlines 
depend on a core of services from their own 
country to the rest of Europe. Competition 
from a whole range of airlines would eat away 
at this core and force them to adopt what 
they believe would be hopelessly uneconomic 
fares. And, the airlines argue, it would then 
rapidly become a vicious circle: Low fares 
would mean fewer services in the end because 
airlines could not sustain current flight levels. 

While the Community takes a close look 
at fare levels, it is also attempting to do some
thing about customs and immigration pro
cedures. These vary enormously within the 
Community and can be the source of enor
mous frustration. 

Entering Germany or France, by air, is rel
atively simple. On the other hand, it can take 
quite a long time to get through the checks 
in Brussels, and London's Heathrow airport 
can be infinitely frustrating. 

Altering this situation, as in finding an ac
ceptable way to reduce fares and increase 
competition, is going to take a long time. 

The airlines argue that it is all far easier 
said than done. Both they, and the govern
ments that sponsor them, are clearly deter
mined to fight to the finish. 



All of these securities having been sold, this announcement appears as a matter of re cord only. 
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Robotized production in a Datsun plant in Japan. courrcsy Nissan Motor Corporation in USA 

Europe's Auto Troubles, 
The United States is not alone 

JASPER BECKER, freelance journalist who writes for European Report 

Predictions that the European car industry, 
like that in the United States, is facing im
minent decline and fall seemed to reach fever 
pitch in recent months. The car industry is 
viewed as- a gauge of the virility of all Eu
ropean industry. In all its facets the industry 
employs more of Europe's population than 
any other commercial activity. More than 
this, the car is a shiny symbol of society, the 
ultimate consumer good, the product of the 
latest expensive technology, and the father 
to the ills of our mobile society. 

The root cause of the crisis is the more than 
quadrupling of the price of oil. The US in
dustry has discovered that it should have 
changed from producing gas guzzlers to small, 
front-wheel drive cars long ago, and now it 
has even turned to the state for support. Eu-
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rope's industry is undergoing a belated re
structuring program and is campaigning for 
a restriction of Japanese imports. Meanwhile, 
the Japanese are capitalizing on their com
petitors' short-sightedness. 

But it is not just the Japanese who are 
worrying the Americans and Europeans. Every 
economic forecast from the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD ) brings fresh news of declining de
mand, rising inflation, and a specter of un
employment equal to that of the Thirties. In 
Europe, which has witnessed the decline of 
many of its staple industries, the fear is that 
after shipping, textiles, and steel, the car in
dustry will be next. Britain's car industry's 
collapse is seen as a horrifying precedent. 
Many other major industries-steel, chemi-

cals, rubber, paint, and a host of service and 
component industries-rest on the shoulders 
of the automobile industry. 

For the first time in history, Japan made 
more cars than the United States-5 .46 mil
lion compared to 4.27 million-in the first 
quarter of this year. Japan's exports to the 
Community continue to break records as its 
market share increases by leaps and bounds. 
Exports to the Community in the first half 
of 1980 jumped 24.6 percent, including a 
43.3 percent rise in Germany and a 14.6 per
cent increase in the United Kingdom. The 
proportion of sales to Germany was 15.5 
percent, while in Britain Japanese manufac
turers took 12.3 percent of the market. 

Dealing with Japan's success depends first 
of all on keeping a firm hold on the domestic 
market, but maintaining exports is also im
portant. Daimler Benz, for instance, exports 
50 percent of its cars, since the market outside 
Europe is growing, and the European market 
is reaching saturation point. The challenge 
is a tough one, and for both the Americans 
and the Europeans it is a question of holding 
out until the introduction of a new range of 
models. At the moment the Japanese have the 
right product at the right time, at the right 
price, and just about everywhere. 



By comparison with America and less so 
with Europe, Japan is a small and densely 
populated country. It relies almost totally on 
imported energy supplies. The Japanese have, 
therefore, always favored small energy-effi
cient cars. Japan's industries are modern and 
have had to be energy conscious. Wages are 
low, although now creeping closer to Euro
pean levels; social harmony and structures 
create excellent labor relations; and the work 
force is well educated and disciplined. Al
though the horne market is reasonably large 
and stable (population is around 100 mil
lion), Japan has always realized that financ
ing its energy imports is impossible without 
massive exports of manufactured goods. The 
burgeoning trade deficit has in turn led to an 
undervalued Yen, which has helped to give 
its car prices the edge over rivals. 

But there are other factors too. Japanese 
car manufacture is limited to the production 
of small cars-99 percent are under 2,000 
cubic centimeters-and they are made in con
formity with the car regulations in their ex
port markets. Compared with Europe, Ja
pan's industry has invested heavily in 
automation and the assembly plants are much 
more robotized. There has been a greater em
phasis on quality control that has led to less 
waste and better reliability. 

The European car industry realized after 
1973 that it must rationalize and regroup. 
The Americans responded with a worldwide 
car strategy involving investments on an in-

ternational scale, which will eventually lead 
to components being assembled in different 
factories to take advantage of the benefits of 
each location. 

The Japanese have already made self-re
stricting agreements. Imports onto the British 
market are limited to 11 percent, and Japan 
has agreed to restrict exports to Italy to below 
2,200 units and to 3 percent of the French 
market. There are no restrictions on imports 
into Germany, but Germany has now joined 
in the chorus demanding import controls. 
Japanese car imports already have to pay a 
10-11 percent duty, and under the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) free
trade rules, there are no real grounds for tak
ing further actions. 

EUROPEAN CAR MAKERS have realized that not 
only are small cars beautiful, but bigger com
panies are better. In order to keep up with 
the Japanese and American giants, European 
producers have sought a multinational di
mension, buying subsidiaries abroad, coop
erating on research and development proj
ects, ordering from independent specialist 
suppliers, and becoming partners with the 
Japanese. 

Volkswagen in 1973 established a plant in 
the United States and is now starting work 
on a second. In Latin America it is reorgan
izing its operations after the purchase of the 
former Chrysler businesses in Brazil and Ar
gentina. Similarly, Fiat is spending $5 billion 

The brand new British Leyland Mini Metro, launched in mid-October, is considered crucial to the 
survival of Britain's state-owned car company. © Richard Massey 

integrating its Spanish, Italian, Polish, and 
Brazilian facilities. 

Renault, meanwhile, has acquired 22.5 
percent of the American Motors Corporation 
(AMC). AMC is the smallest of the four US 
manufacturers, but the deal gives the French 
group access to a much wider dealer network 
in the United States and paves the way for 
eventual assembly of Renault models on 
American turf. Renault also has an agreement 
with the Portuguese Government to develop 
that country's car industry, giving it a strong 
base in southern Europe. And to the north 
Renault recently signed a deal with the car 
division of Volvo, which could lead to its 
taking a 20 percent share in the Swedish 
manufacturer and will certainly lead to the 

© Bas, Tachydromos, Greece 

two groups cooperating in the design and 
production of components. 

There is a steady increase too, in the num
ber of facilities owned jointly by several car 
companies. For example, Renault, Volvo, and 
Peugeot are already joint owners of a high
technology, six-cylinder aluminum engine 
manufacturing plant at Douvrin in northern 
France. 

Cooperation has extended to the Japanese 
too. British Leyland and Honda are shortly 
to start building a car in Britain, of which 60 
percent will be British and the rest imp'orted 
from Japan. The Italian Government pas just 
given its tentative blessing for a similar proj
ect between Alfa Romeo and Nissan. Both 
companies have had troubles for a long time 
and an infusion of capital, know-how, and 
Japanese management expertise might do much 
to breathe fresh life into them. For the Jap
anese such deals are a way of expanding with
out breaking the self-restricting agreements. 
Accusations of exporting unemployment can 
also be refuted, if they 'rechannel profits into 
their competitors' countries. Failure to do so 
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may do more than create bad blood, and in 
any case an unemployed customer can afford 
no car at all. 

The Council for Mutual Economic Assis
tance (Comecon) bloc has also greatly ex
panded its car manufacturing industry, pro
ducing over 2 million vehicles last year. 
Another 2.5 million vehicles were · produced 
in Latin America and Africa, but these were 
chiefly made by European or American sub
sidiaries. Although the potential is perhaps 
greater in Latin America and Africa, the threat 
from Eastern Europe is causing more concern. 
European companies, such as Fiat or Volks
wagen, have helped build factories as part of 

total201, compared with 275 in Japan. Com
parisons with other European countries are 
even less flattering. Absenteeism is practically 
nonexistent in Japan, but in Europe it reaches 
10-15 percent. Much the same could be said 
about strikes. But Japanese competition and 
the threat of bankruptcy are beginning to 

have an effect: Absenteeism in Italy has in 
recent months dropped to around 3-4 per-
cent. ._ 

Terms of employment also differ greatly. 
In Japan 50 percent of the car workers have 
jobs for life, and the four major car companies 
subcontract 70-80percent of the final prod
uct to small, independent subsidiaries, where 

Th~ dram~tic cutba~k in car production has led to rising unemployment. These unemployed workers 
quewed .in Lon.don try to avoid the photograp'her..:._showing .the social stigma. job loss still carries. 

· ~ Rich"a r~ Massey • 

·. btiy.-bac'k deals. Comp~nents or-cars ar~ built 
ar price~ lo~er ·than_ ih . the Co~munity- and 
then e~por.ted oack for sale on the European 
market., The East European's own cars, al
though rb:;ognized· as much inferior to West
ern ~ars, ·are cheap and' oft~n made ·solely for 
export ~n order to win much needed Western 
currencies·. The exports of can, such ·as Lada, 
have been ?Uccessfully directed at a particu
larly narrow market range. EC exports to 
Eastern Eu.rope are negligible. , 

Whatever the technological' innovations, 
the financial ·· c:onstrain ts, ·or · the research 
breakthroughs, the most crucial economic 
consideration in car manufacture is man
power. Labor costs vary considerably and 
Japan has a clear advantage in this area. The 
average ·cost of keeping a car worker em
ployed is almost half as much in Japan as in 
Germany. At the same tirpe the amount worked 
annually in the German .motor industry has 
fallen to less than 1,600 hours per worker, 
compared with around 2,000 in Japan. The 
number .of days ~orked a year in Germany 
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the incentives to work hard are much stronger. 
.Compared to the Japanese and Americ,!lns, 
the Europeans. suffer from certain kinds of 
ethnic or trade Ul)ion inflexibilities, which 
prevent the ,full advantage of varying pro
duction-such as swing shifts, Saturday work 
days, part-time work-so that it is difficult 
to adapt when orders are slack. 

In the latest assembly plants, human labor 
has been replaced by . the robot, which has 
removed much of the' drudgery but only at 
the expense of jobs. For unions this trend 
poses difficult decisions. If they stop the in
troduction of robots, the companies may go 
bankrupt; but if they agree to it, they must 
ensure that government and management ac
cept responsibility for finding alternative em
ployment. The prerequisite for change, the 
unions feel, is a coordination of industrial, 
labor, and employment policies with Com
munity-wide consultations with workers and 
unions. If jobs are lost in one industry, the 
government must create the conditions for 
jobs in a new industry. 

National governments agree; but in a reces
sion-and that is when it counts-it is hard 
to tell if they are successful. Management 
argues that new jobs are created in the com
panies that make the robots, and that if pro
ductivity is increased and costs reduced, they 
should be able to make more and cheaper 
cars. But if they make more cars, they must 
find new markets. 

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION is worsening this 
year: . In Italy 78,000 Fiat workers went on 
a four-day week during June and July; in 
France Peugeot-Citroen closed down for five 
days in spring and was scheduled to do the 
same in the summer, while Talbot (formerly 
Chrysler) planned to stop production for eight 
days in t~e autumn; in the United Kingdom, 
numerous plants shut qown completely (MG 
for instance); and even in Germany, Opel 
announced plans to cut its work force by 
6,000. A recent long-term study by the Es
sener Institute .predicted . that · in Germany 
450,000 jobs might be lost in the coming 
decade. · 

The massive restructuring and rationali
zation inside the industry may be happening 
too late, and the dynamic rate of Japanese 
penetration seems to be painful evidence. "The 
European car industry is a consequence of 
history. It is highly fragmented, its compo
nents suppliers are prevalently national, and 
little rationalization has been done. In spite 
of the setting up of the European Community, 
the persistence of .competing, incompatible 
national indust'rial policies continue to stand 
in the way of restructuring," Fiat Chairman 
Giovanni Agnelli said this year. He added, 
"A market cannot be united if export fi
nancing capacity, in terms <?f duration and 
interest rates, differs widely from one country 
to another. A market cannot be united if com
panies troubled by the militant unionism of 
the Italian variety have to compete with oth
ers sustained by unions of the German co
management type. A market cannot be untied 
if public administration attitudes and effi
ciency are an encouragement for some and 
a brake on· others." 

The Germans and the French, both with 
healthy industries, have less to gain from a 
more unified European market and have been 
holding back. On the 9ther hand, France has 
also had its fair share of industrial unrest, 
and its ·car industry has asked that "the 
administration facilitate the initiatives taken 
by the automobile manufacturers to obtain 
more efficient utilization of their installa
tions." 

The EC Commission has .come under great 
pressure to restrict Japanese imports. In July 
the Committee of Common Market Car 
Manufacturers wrote a public letter to the 
Commission pointing out the rapid increase 



in imports. The Commission admitted that 
its policy toward Japan needs overhauling 
and that the national voluntary restraintne
gotiations need harmonizing, if the market 
is not to be distorted. A policy document on 
the subject contains the vague outlines of a 
plan, but the wording is equally tantalizing: 
"In the case of major difficulties, it may be 
necessary to seek between the Community 
and Japan, agreement for the temporary re
straint of Japanese exports while European 
industry restructures." These exceptional cases 
would only occur in the following circum
stances: when they concerned a product where 
serious industrial and social difficulties would 
otherwise occur as a result of Japanese com
petition; the restraint was for a limited period 
(normally two to four years); the protection 
was accompanied by restructuring measures 
of the Community's industry as determined 
in appropriate procedures; the Community 
undertakes to proceed to liberalization on an 
EC-wide basis, within a specified basis. 

The Community is expected to harmonize 
the voluntary restraint arrangements and then 
use the Community's joint bargaining powers 
to extract some concessions from the Japa
nese. The industry had taken some other in
itiatives of its own when in May six major 
European car manufacturers collaborated on 
long-term, high-technology research. The EC 
Commission gave its blessing, despite the 
thought that this might break the competition 
rules, and recommended that research and 

New small, fuel-efficient American models are being introduced to compete with the influx of foreign 
cars onto the US market. Shown here is the Ford Escort which made its debut in early October. 
courtesy Ford Motor Company 

development should receive double the 3 per
cent of turnover currently devoted it. British 
Leyland, Fiat, Peugeot-Citroen, Talbot, Re
nault, Volkswagen, and Volvo all pooled their 

resources to look into combustion technol
ogy, corrosion, surface treatment, comput
erized engineering methods, and the prop
erties of raw materials. 

The popularity of small foreign cars has shown the US industry that "it should have changed from 
producing gas guzzlers to small, front-wheel drive cars long ago." © Tenney Mason 

Although the Commission has shown no 
signs itself of providing any funds, it is active 
in regulating pollution and energy standards, 
reducing technical barriers, and through its 
social and regional policy harmonizing tax
ation, and it is continually striving to create 
a common market. Nevertheless, there are 
glaring differences in the degrees of state and 
subsidies and regional aids, credit availability 
(many cars are sold on rent-purchase schemes), 
and different transport policies. The French 
industry has always berated its government 
for failing to develop the national road system 
in the way the Germans have. Fiat complains 
that the Italian Government's fiscal and wel
fare structure penalizes domestic producers 
because welfare charges (drawn exclusively 
from domestic added value) constitute a higher 
proportion of outlay than in other European 
countries. Lastly, the m~st obvious evidence 
of the differences is that on average the same 
car can vary in price throughout the Com
munity by as much as 30 percent and some
times by as much as 100 percent. 

What the car industry has definitely not 
welcomed is the idea of taxing oil imports in 
order to pay for research and development 
of new energy sources. EC Energy Commis
sioner Guido Brunner has bravely been pro
moting this strategy almost single-handedly. 
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MEMBER STATE REPORT 

BRITAIN'S ECONOMIC 
EXPERIMENT The results are still out 

PETER RIDDELL, economics correspondent for the Financial Times of London 

The British economy is now in the middle of an unusual 
experiment. The Conservative Government elected in 
May 1979 is attempting to change the direction of eco
nomic behavior and performance. Its attempt has in
trigued economists and policymakers throughout the 
world. In the words of the Basel-based Bank for Inter
national Settlements, the central banks' bank, "There 
is now for once the possibility of observing an experi
ment akin to those always available in the natural sci
ences." 

Yet the shift is not just in the details of economic 
policy. It represents a fundamental change in political 
3irection from the approach adopted not just by the 
previous Labour Administration but also by earlier Con
servative administrations since the last war. 

Nigel Lawson, financial secretary to the Treasury and 
one of the main advocates of the new approach, has 
described it as a conscious rejection of the false trails 
of the last 25 years. His view is that during the earlier 
period, the Conservative Party embraced the delusions 
of social democracy, with its profound faith in the ef
ficacy of government action and its deep commitment 
to the notion of equality. 

The new conservatism of the present Government has 
involved a return to monetarism, in contrast to what 
has become known as Keynesianism, and an emphasis 
on the operations of the free market, in contrast to state 
intervention and central planning. The essence of the 
monetarism is a reliance primarily on the control of the 
money supply to bring down the rate of price inflation 
and thus to create the conditions for sustainable eco
nomic growth. Formal monetary targets and a high priority 
on fighting inflation, rather than achieving full employ
ment, were also prominent features of economic policy 
under the last Labour Government from 1976 onwards. 
What is different now-and from what is happening in 
the rest of Europe-is the degree of emphasis placed on 
monetary control and the absence of any general or 
statutory limits on the level of pay and price increases. 

The parallel plans to reduce significantly the levels of 
public expenditure and of income taxation also represent 
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a clear break with previous policies, as does the desire 
to cut back on the Government's detailed involvement 
in the economic and industrial life of Britain. Both the 
objectives and the implementation are very controver
sial. "Monetarism" has become a term of abuse in po
litical and economic debate within the United Kingdom, 
and this makes it more difficult to judge the success or 
otherwise of the experiment. 

The record so far is certainly patchy. The rate of mon
etary growth has generally been well above the upper 
end of the official target rate of increase while the rates 
of both wage and price inflation accelerated between 
May 1979 and summer 1980 to a peak of about 22 
percent. At the same time output has fallen sharply, as 
the United Kingdom has suffered a more severe recession 
than the rest of Europe, and unemployment has soared. 

It is easier to point to results in the promotion of freer 
markets. Wage, price, and dividend controls have been 
abolished and, perhaps most significant of all, the 40-
year-old exchange controls on the movement of money 
out of Britain have also been completely removed. The 
high rates of tax for top income earners have also been 
reduced in order to provide an incentive, but the total 
tax burden has risen. This is because of higher indirect 
taxes and local property levies (known as rates). There 
have also been a series of measures aimed at reining back 
public sp~nding though, even after adjusting for infla
tion, expenditure this year is still likely to be higher than 
three years ago. 

THIS RECORD HAS PROMPTED some of the Government's 
critics, of which there is no shortage, to pronounce the 
experiment a failure. But this verdict seems premature, 
not least because the policy is specifically set in terms 
of a medium-term financial strategy stretching forward 
to 1983-84. Moreover, it has always been admitted that 
there would be transitional costs-possibly large ones 
in terms of unemployment-as inflation was squeezed 
out of the economic system. 

Problems have occurred so far partly because the ex
periment was launched at a time when the British econ-



omy faced strong and unpredictable forces of both a 
favorable and unfavorable kind. In particular, North Sea 
oil was beginning to have a major impact on the econ
omy. Last year North Sea oil and gas production was 
equivalent to about 2.25 percent of total output, and 
the share could rise to 4 percent in 1981. But its con
tribution should not be exaggerated. Even in the mid-
1980's, the share of total output coming from oil and 
gas will be less than, say, from construction or agricul
ture, and in the same period government revenues from 
taxes on North Sea operations will be equivalent to less 
than 7 percent of total receipts. 

The British economy is, nevertheless, much better off 
with North Sea oil than without it. And that is the view 
that foreign investors and the exchange markets have 
been taking. One of the main effects of the oil so far has 
been on the level of sterling. The pound has risen sharply 
against most other major currencies. This has happened 
both directly via the impact of a favorable trade balance 
in oil and indirectly via capital flows attracted to London 
by sterling's status as a petrocurrency. 

The increase in oil prices was one of the main-and 
insufficiently appreciated-influences at work when the 
Conservatives came to power. There were also other 
unmistakable signs of accelerating inflation. The Labour 
Government's pay policy had broken down after the end 
of 1977, and the 12-month rate of retail price inflation 
was already heading back toward double figures by the 
election. 

The result was that the economy was already under 
strain before the experiment started. The Government's 

London Stock Exchange-one barometer of Britain's economic 
experiment. © Jonathan Bayer 
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"When the pie opened, the birds began to sing .... " © Garland, Daily Telegraph, 

London 

initial actions compounded these difficulties. The first 
budget implemented ah election pledge to finance a large 
cut in income tax by raising indirect taxes and other 
public sector charges. This pushed up prices in the shops 
by nearly 4 percent in a single month and also raised 
the level of pay rises expected by trade unions during 
the following year. 

The resulting acceleration in inflation collided with 
the attempt to tighten the monetary screw. Something 
had to give. In the event monetary growth and public 
sector borrowing (the budget deficit) have both remained 
well above desired levels. Yet, paradoxically, there has 
still been a tight squeeze. The explanation is the strong 
pound. High interest rates in London (a product of 
monetary policy) relative to returns available overseas 
attracted even more money into sterling at a time when 
investor attitudes towards Britain were anyway becom
ing more favorable. This was because of the rise in oil 
prices, because of North Sea oil, and, not least, because 
of the election of the Thatcher Government. 

The strength of sterling may have helped to take some 
of the edge off the rise in oil and other commodity prices. 
But the rise in the pound's external value also contrib
uted to a large erosion in the competitive position and 
profit margins of British industry at a time when do
mestic costs were already accelerating. By the summer 
of 1980, the competitive position of British manufac
tured products had deteriorated by 30 percent in a year. 

On top of all this came the world recession. Faced 
with the twin pressures of a strong pound and falling 
demand, industrial output and profits have declined by 
unprecedented amounts. Companies have cut back in 
order to survive. 
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"The British economy is much better off with North Sea oil than without 
it"- causing the pound to rise sharply against other currencies. 
© Jonathan Bayer 

THERE IS A MORE POSITIVE SIDE of the picture, even if it 
is hard to see now. The very factors, such as the strong 
pound, which have hit manufacturing industry have helped 
consumers. The strong pound has reduced the cost of 
imported goods and contributed to a sharp rise in real 
incomes. It is often forgotten within the United Kingdom 
that average living standards, as measured by real per
sonal disposable incomes, rose by 15 percent between 
1977 and 1979 and are unlikely to show much overall 
change in the recession years of 1980 and 1981. 

Moreover, the tight squeeze on industry and retailing 
is helping to limit price rises. The underlying rate of 
retail price inflation has slowed down substantially since 
the late spring, as shown by extended price cutting cam
paigns on the High Streets of Britain. Almost the only 
shops not offering special sales are undertakers and banks. 

The Government's hope is that a slowdown in price 
inflation, in combination with the recession, will affect 
"Price cutting campaigns" by retailers reflect the slowing down of 
inflation. All items in this Oxford Street shop in London are imported. 
© Richard Massey 
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wage bargainers who were notably unaffected last year 
by the announcement of tight monetary targets. This is 
called old-fashioned deflation by some. But whatever 
the label there are already signs of some moderation in 
the size of pa,y claims in the more vulnerable areas of 
manufacturing industry. The key test will, however, come 
during the winter in the public sector that employs roughly 
a third of the labor force and that has been a pacesetter 
in pay deals in the last two years. 

The question still to be answered, however, are whether 
the reduction in the rate of price inflation over the next 
year-possibly to 12 percent against nearly 22 percent 
last June-is sustainable, or is merely the product of 
exceptional competitive pressures. Furthermore, there 
is the worry, expressed increasingly often by industry, 
that any reduction in the inflation rate can only be 
achieved at the cost of a socially and politically unac
ceptable level of unemployment and with permanent 
damage to Britain's industrial base. 

The leading British economists-Brian Reddaway and 
Robin Matthews of Cambridge University-argued re
cently in the Midland Bank review that the criterion for 
the success or otherwise of the experiment should be 
whether there is a reduction in the inflation rate by 1983 
to something well below the 10 percent rate that pre
vailed when the Government was elected and a satis
factory rate of sustainable growth of output in the en
suing years. 

They were not optimistic about the chances of success. 
"There remains a substantial possibility of failure, either 
in the sense that the policies will prove impossible to 
adhere to long enough for them to yield fruit or that the 
fruits will be very disappointing even though the policies 
are maintained until 1984." 

The two economists were worried that four years of 
low demand, poor competitive power, and low profits 
would leave a poor legacy for the period after 1984. 
There might well be a shortage of plant and of skilled 
labor to meet any growth in real demand. At the same 
time the drive to improve economic performance through 
a freer market and the creation of enterprising small 
firms might also be hindered by the economic environ
ment. 

Many monetarist economists are, however, still hope
ful that the experiment can work, provided that the 
Government does not relax its monetary policy and its 
drive against inflation. Perhaps the most balanced view 
of the British economy came "in the recent Brookings 
study ("Britain's Economic Performance"), which ar
gued that "policymakers could do a better job of living 
within the [productivity] constraint implied and con
vincing the people to do likewise. It is bad enough to 
endure relative impoverishment; it need not be made 
worse by inflation." 
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EC-ROMANIAN ACCORD 
East-West economic bridge over political tensions 

DAVID FOUQUET American freelance journalist based in Brussels 

In Bucharest's Victory Palace last summer, the first full 
accord on trade in industrial products was signed be
tween the Community and Romania, a member of the 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (Comecon) 
Communist bloc. The pact is regarded by both sides as 
economically important and politically symbolic. A sec
ond agreement setting up a joint committee on trade 
was also signed. 

The trade accord along with earlier sectorial agree
ments in textiles and steel cover 85 percent of the Com
munity's imports from Romania. Under the new five
year nonpreferential accord, the Community agreed to 
eliminate or suspend a number of existing quotas or 
restrictions on imports from Romania and to explore 
other ways of enlarging trade. Romania accepted in prin
ciple to expand its imports from the Community at a 
rate that was comparable to other members of the Gen
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), of which 
Romania is also a member. 

At the signing ceremony Romania's Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister for External Trade Cornel Burtica 
said the accord should lead to a strengthening of ties 
and confidence between Eastern and Western Europe 
and that it could also pave the way for development of 
concrete results, such as joint business or industrial ven
tures. 

EC Commission Vice President Wilhelm Haferkamp, 
a member of the EC delegation along with Luxembourg 
Foreign Minister Gaston Thorn (then President of the 
EC Council of Ministers), sounded a note-repeated 
later by Romanian President Nicolae Ceau§escu-when 
Haferkamp expressed the wish that this pact between 
differing ideologies and economic systems be emulated 
by others. Ceau§escu said that he would seek to en
courage an agreement between Comecon and the Com
munity · as a follow-up to the Romanian pact. Negoti
ations between the Community and Comecon toward 
a cooperation accord have been agonizingly slow for 
years and stymied by differences between the two. 

Relations between the Community and Romania have 
always been closer and more relaxed. The Romanian 
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Government-which has carved out a role for itself as 
the most independent and outward looking member of 
the Communist bloc-has for years developed links with 
the Community, while other countries following the 
Soviet Union's lead refused to recognize or have dealings 
with the Community. 

Romanian contacts with the Community began in 
1972 when Burtica first explored the possibility of Ro
mania benefiting from the EC system of generalized tariff 
preferences for developing nations. The country has re
ceived these tariff concessions since 1974 and is now the 
seventh ranking beneficiary of this system. In 1976 the 
then commissioner for external relations, Sir Christo
pher Soames, visited Bucharest to confer with authori
ties. Specific accords were subsequently negotiated to 
cover trade in textiles and steel, an example that has 
been followed by some of the other Comecon countries. 

A new and important step was taken in 1978 when 
Romanian authorities proposed the conclusion of a gen
eral accord covering industrial trade and the establish
ment of a joint commission to discuss trade relations 
between the two, leading to the current agreement. That 
same year Romania conducted 19 percent of all its trade 
with the Community, and the Nine represented 52 per
cent of its commerce with Western industrialized coun
tries. 

One aim of the recently signed trade accord is to 
establish a more even trade balance. In recent years 
Romania has run a sizable trade deficit with the Com
munity. In this regard a representative of Romania's 
Institute for International Economics noted that his 
country was anxious to acquire additional technology 
from the Community to speed up its industrialization 
process, but that this would only be possible if it acquired 
the necessary hard currency by expanding its exports to 
the Nine. 

After striking off on independent industrial develop
ment rather than following the Soviet Union and 
Comecon plan-which foresaw Romania's role primar
ily as a supplier of agricultural commodities for the 
bloc-the Romanian economy grew at a rate approach-
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ing 10 percent surpassing most other Comecon countries 
in recent years. But while the country has oil deposits 
that once assured its self-sufficiency, last year it imported 
about 400,000 tons of oil from the Soviet Union and 
additional amounts from other countries. This year its 
purchases are expected to be over one million tons. 

Romania's role in the agreement is seen as part of a 
delicate political and economic balancing act the country 
has conducted for nearly two decades. In addition to 
striking off on its own independent economic course, 
the Government of Nicolae Ceau~escu adopted other 
policies that distinguished it from its fellow Comecon 
members. The country joined a number of international 

such a signal. Another is Romania's recognition of the 
Soviet-backed regime in Afghanfstan. There also were 
reports from Bucharest earlier this year that Soviet For
eign Minister Andrei Gromyko, during a visit there, had 
strongly urged Romania to loosen its bonds with in
dependent-minded Yugoslavia, cease backing countries 
at odds with the Soviet Union, and more closely coor
dinate its policies with the Comecon group. 

Experts in Romania have indicated that the country, 
as the least developed in the Comecon, needs to maintain 
good relations with both the Eastern and Western camps 
in order to achieve its economic goals. These include 
important investment in industrial and energy devel-

Signature of the EC-Romanian trade agreement (Sea ted L-R): EC Commission Vice President W ilhelm Haferkamp; President of the EC Council of 
Ministers Gaston Thorn; and Romanian Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Trade Minister Cornel Burticii. 

organizations, such as the GAIT, the International Mon
etary Fund, and the Group of 77 developing countries. 
It also criticized the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, 
maintained ties with Israel and China, and refused to 
go along with plans by the Warsaw Pact to increase 
military spending. 

Nevertheless, this traditional independence has been 
the subject of increasing speculation in recent months 
amid signs that while Romania is still interested in main
taining ties with the West, it is also under pressure to 
come closer to the Soviet Union and Comecon. The 
purchases of Soviet oil are seen by many in the West as 

opment. The aim is to achieve the level of a medium
ranking industrial society by 1985 and to become self
sufficient in energy by 1990. 

The new accord also underlines the Community's 
willingness to normalize relations with countries of dif
ferent regimes-as was the case earlier with both Yu
goslavia and China. Such ties could help solidify the 
independence of these countries through increased trade 
and cooperation with the Community. It is hoped that 
the new accord with Romania will serve as an example 
to bridge the gap between the Community and the rest 
of the Comecon grouping. 
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DIRECT INVESTMENT 

THE IRISH SUCCESS STORY 
The U.S. is the largest single source of new projects 

HOWARD BANKS, San Francisco-based correspondent for The Economist 

Irish charm-plus skillfully packaged and generous in
centives-have wooed a greater proportion of inward 
investment into Ireland than into any other single coun
try in the Community over the past few years. In fact, 
half of all new greenfield industrial projects in the Com
munity during the Seventies, officials from the country's 
Industrial Development Authority (IDA) claim, were built 
in Ireland. The projects range from a capital-intensive 
alumina plant built by Canadian Alcan Aluminum, to 
a whole range of food processing plants and particularly 
to factories making the latest electronics equipment, like 
the computer-on-a-chip. 

The Irish success was mounted on the back of a highly 
favorable tax-break package which, by special arrange
ment with the EC Commission, the Irish could retain 
upon accession to the Community. The provisions of 
this tax deal are simply that profits arising from the sale 
of goods manufactured in and exported from Ireland are 
completely tax-free until April 1990. Profits from the 
sale of goods in Ireland carry a 45 percent tax burden. 

The Irish have proposed a new tax program effective 
January 1, 1981, that will see a reduction in the corporate 
tax rate from 45 percent to 10 percent for all tax-paying 
manufacturing firms. This change will not affect com
panies currently enjoying complete freedom from tax
ation on export profits until the 1990 cutoff date. Com
panies that reach the 20-year limit on export-profits relief 
during the 1980's will qualify for the new 10 percent 
rate, or if they choose, may opt to change over to the 
new program at an earlier date. Overseas companies 
agreeing to establish manufacturing plants in the Em
erald Isle before the end of 1980 will continue to qualify 
for the export profits tax break until April 1990. The 
new 10 percent tax program has been guaranteed by the 
Irish to remain constant until the end of this century. 

The Irish maintain that with the accelerated capital 
allowances-1 00 percent of the investment in the year 
the funds are committed-which will continue to be 
available under the new tax code, manufacturing com
panies locating plants in Ireland will effectively be tax
free. 
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The Irish, with their characteristically optimistic blar
ney, believe that this new tax deal will be even more 
handsome than the one it replaces. In 1980 the IDA will 
have negotiated more US Industrial projects than in any 
other year of its history. The pipeline of industrial proj
ects for 1981, when the new program becomes effective, 
is in better shape than it has ever been. During the· tran
sition period from the old to the new tax program, US 
corporations with investment projects for Ireland must 
have specific plans approved by the IDA by year end. 

The Irish success in winning new jobs to Ireland in
volves much more than just a special tax rate, however 
generous. Like all other areas of the world trying to 
attract inward investment, the Irish offer cash grants for 
plant and equipment, soft loans (tied to equity), training 
grants, cheap or free ready-made factories, and general 
government assistance, such as in making sure that water 

Inside the American-owned Beckman Instruments plant in Galway, makers 
of electro-medical instruments. photos courtesy of Irish Development Authority 



is available. In total, the Irish are perhaps more generous
than others in the Community. Up to 50 percent (and

up to 50 percent in special, high-unemployment areas)

of the capital investment can be provided by the Gov-
ernment. On average the Irish paid around one-third of
the $32,000 total investment per projected new job in
1979. (As with all iob creation schemes, the totals quoted
give the number of jobs expected when the project is

fully realized-in lreland's case five years from the time
the project is approved).

pART oF THE cosr oF IDA's suppoRT of new investmenr
comes from Brussels' coffers. The European Social Fund
has provided over $12 million for training grants for the
three years, 1977-79, and has committed more than
double that amount. The European Regional Develop-
ment Fund paid around $85 million during 1979 to the
Irish Government to help defray the cost of building
advanced factories ready for new investment projects.
During last year 719 projects were helped in this wzy,
49 of them sponsored by the ton. So far, the Regional
Development Fund has paid over $210 million for this
purpose. Earlier this year the European Investment Bank
approved a loan of approaching $75 million for the ton
to use to build factories, the first installment of loans
to build over 4.5 million square feet of factories ready
for new projects to walk into.

The largest single source of new projects rn 1979 was
the United States, with 40 projects from the total of 105.
But the Community (German, 17; Britain, 15; France
and the Netherlands, 6 each), collectively totaled more

Japan's Nippon Electric Company plant dt Balliuor produces integratetl
circuits.
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A machine tool plant in Athlone, which employs 500 people, is operated 
by Gulf and Western Industries of the United States. 

projects. Ireland has become a center for new electronics 
projects. In 1979, it attracted a wafer fabrication project 
from Texas-based Mostek, one of the industry leaders. 
And Wang, which makes word processors, decided to 
build a major plant near Limerick. Among many others, 
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magnetic tape maker, Verbatim, announced a project for 
Ireland. Progress this year has been maintained, includ
ing projects from japan (Fujitsu) and from personal com
puter maker, Apple (expected to be one of the "hottest" 
new stocks to hit the New York Stock Exchange in many 
years when it is launched later in 1980). It is, however, 
not always straightforward in the business of winning 
new projects. Japan's Nippon Electric Company made 
it clear that its possible investment in an electronics plant 
in Ireland was dependent on getting a slice of the country's 
major telecommunications contract. When it did not, its 
investment proposal disappeared too. 

The Irish have made an art form of keeping a unified 
and universally welcoming front when it comes to deal
ing with companies abroad-and nowhere is this more 
true than in the United States. There is not the internal 
rivalry that splits the British into Scottish, Welsh, and 
half-hearted English camps. There is neither the nation
alistic approach of the French, nor the "do not come 
here unless you can afford it without help," of the Ger
mans. 

The IDA, which is now 10 years old, has eight offices 
in North America and around 35 staff in the country. 
Most of the Irish expatriates have had experience in the 
United States before joining IDA, many had at least some 
education in the country. The IDA's new managing di
rector, Padraic White, is no exception: Earlier this year 
he spent four months traveling around America as an 
Eisenhower fellow. 

The way they present Ireland's cause-and the 29.9 
percent return investment of American manufacturing 
concerns in the country for 197 4-78 (US Commerce 
Department figures, which for comparison say that the 
EC-wide average was around 14 percent)-has overcome 
many natural disadvantages. Ireland has a relatively small 
pool of available skilled labor and is trying, with a bounty, 
to persuade Irish people to come home. It has also had 
many lengthy and disruptive strikes (banks and telecom
munications among others). And recently, strikes have 
begun to hit immigrant companies. . 

Nevertheless, the flow of new jobs into the country 
helped it to achieve a net increase in manufacturing jobs 
in 1979 of almost 4 percent, compared to an EC-wide 
average decline of arourid 1 percent. Even for Ireland. 
There will not be sufficient new jobs this year to do more 
than stem the reduction in the total number of manu
facturing jobs. With inflation earlier this autumn running 
at almost 19 percent, pulling once low-wage costs up 
to (and 'possibly past) the British level, the big question 
now facing the Irish is: Will their incentive package con
tinue to work? Will the well-orchestrated presentation 
of Ireland as the gateway to the Community continue 
to outweigh the serious economic problems that face the 
country? 



THE PRESIDENTIAL PROCESS 
A View from Abroad 

ROBERT JACKSON, member of the European Parliament and student of American politics 

In any European discussion of the US Presidential race 
it is commonplace to remark upon the poverty of the 
political choice presented to the American people. There 
is growing doubt about the effectiveness of the American 
system of government and about its capacity to bear its 
international responsibilities in the future. Until the 
weakness of the Carter Administration in handling the 
problems of energy and inflation became apparent, Eu
ropeans were inclined to believe that the political tur
bulence surrounding the Vietnam war and Watergate 
was temporary. Now there is a feeling that some essential 
spring in the mechanism of power in the United States 
may have been broken. Leadership from Washington is 
still a necessity-but not much can be hoped from it. 

This perception underlies the rapprochement between 
France and Germany, which is becoming the dominant 
diplomatic fact in Western Europe: a rapprochement 
between a Germany seeking European reassurance for 
American weakness, and a France that sees, flowing from 
the slackening of American power, both the necessity 
and an opportunity for French leadership. 

The weakness of American government has long been 
remarked by Europeans. As Walter Bagehot put it in 
1867, "The English constitution, in a word, is framed 
on the principle of choosing a single sovereign authority, 
and making it good; the American, upon the principle 
of having many sovereign authorities, and hoping that 
their multitude may atone for their inferiority." 

Fifty years later the English constitutional historian, 
A.F. Pollard, argued that the separation of powers was 
"the reason why American efficiency, so marked in pri
vate concerns, has been so fettered in government," and 
why "American politics are so unattractive to many 
American minds." Woodrow Wilson, steeped in this 
European critique of the American system, would have 
liked to move America toward the parliamentary model. 
Another powerful President who came unstuck in the 
Congress, Richard Nixon, believed-mistakenly-that 
this had in fact happened. The historical truth is that 
American government was designed when government 
was weak, and it is this truth that is now reasserting 

© Bas, Tachydromos, Greece 
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itself in politics after three and a half exceptional decades 
of the mid-Twentieth Century "imperial Presidency." 

The European states in the Nineteenth and Twentieth 
centuries, faced by the pressure of wars and internal 
class divisions, developed unified sovereignties, central
ized bureaucracies, and representative legislatures dom
inated by the executive. (This is why building the Eu
ropean Community is so difficult in the face of the 
European states.) During the same period America was 
able to apply the energies of a relatively classless society 
to the exploitation of its vast hinterland without having 
to cope with external pressures. The constitutional ar
rangements of the late Eighteenth Century were con
ceived in revolution, designed for a society without strong 
governmental capabilities or ambitions, and derived from 
constitutional assumptions of the England of the Tudors 
that were already antique. ("Americanisms in politics, 
like Americanisms in speech, are apt to be Anglicisms 
that died out in England but survived in the new world": 
Henry Jones Ford.) 

These constitutional arrangements have displayed as
tonishing staying power. Through two centuries of re
lentless innovation in every other walk of life, Americans 
have clung to the truths revealed by the Founding Fath
ers: Like each of the 38 state constitutions, those of 
Alaska and Hawaii, drafted in the 1950's, differ only 
in detail from that of Massachusetts, drawn up by John 
Adams in 1780. Political practice may bend and twist 
these basic forms; but it has never broken them. And, 
so long as the forms stand, they have a way of imposing 
themselves and their fundamental logic upon the practice 
of politics. 

The main innovation in American politics was the 
mass party system. Political parties in America were the 
informal element that enabled the formal elements to 
function successfully. The constitutional system sepa
rated a Presidency, whose function it was to prosecute 
the national interest, from a Congress whose function 
was to represent localities. This inherently-and delib
erately-problematical division of functions was made 
to work by the parties which informally integrated the 
command of the Presidency and the command of the 
Congress. Even when different parties were dominant 
at the same time in the executive and the legislative 
branches, competing interests could be brought together, 
and the conflict between the different organs of the gov
ernment could be overcome by the same parties oper
ating within each organ. 

THE POLITICAL PARTY IN AMERICA has become one of the 
cliches of American political science that over the period 
since Roosevelt the development of society in the United 
States has deprived the party system increasingly of its 
substance. And the enduring significance of the Amer-
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" . .. Now that's what ah call a baaad joke!" Licot, Belgium 

ican political crisis of the late 1960's and early 1970's 
may turn out to be the damage done by the war, Wa
tergate, and the subsequent reforms to the basic mech
anisms which underpinned the party system-resulting, 
perhaps, in a permanent enfeeblement of American gov
ernment. 

In one respect the political party in America has been 
the victim of its own success: The Roosevelt coalition 
laid the framework of the welfare state and the profes
sional bureaucracy that have drained the wellsprings of 
party patronage. Other developments had been external 
to politics-notably the rising influence of television, 
the growth in education of the electorate, and the in
creasing sophistication of campaign techniques as a by
product of commercial life. 

Television brings the candidate into focus: It leaves 
the party in the background, and-as it did with Jimmy 
Carter in 1975-76 and John Anderson today-it may 
create reputations with astonishing speed. Education 
makes for ticket-splitting, it produces suspicion of 
"machines," and it fosters one-issue movements. It also 
promotes participation and creates demands on the rep
resentative and his staff. At the same time the sophis
tication of campaign techniques-exploitation of the 
media, direct mail, polling-strengthens the hand of the 
political enterpreneur independent of party. The result
ing competition in shrillness and gimmickry in a media
saturated and hyper-commercial culture produces a pat
tern of manipulation that leads to alienation-with the 
inevitable consequence of growing impatience and fic
kleness in an electorate whose every whim is monitored 
by the pollsters. 
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Political reforms following the crisis of the early 1970's 
strengthened voter participation-but also at the ex
pense of the party. In 1968 there were Presidential pri
maries in eight states. In 1972 there were 17, and in 
1976 there were 30. This year has seen 38. This dramatic 
development promotes contact between the people and 
the candidates; but at the same time it more than ever 
forces candidates to develop their own organizations 
before they can capture what is left of the party machine; 
and it confirms the importance of the media and the 
new campaign techniques. Reforms in campaign fi
nancing, and in the organization of the Congress, have 
also undermined the role of party. 

The "smoke-filled rooms" had their bad side, and the 
modern changes are in many respects for the better. But 
there is real danger in the tendency to apply the market 
approach to politics. Whether you are in Congress, work 
in the media, or work in the bureaucracy, the principle 
is that if everybody pushes as hard as he can for his 
interests or for those he represents, a political equivalent 
of Adam Smith's "invisible hand" will inevitably pro
duce the "correct" outcome in terms of the public weal. 
The Presidency alone stands out as the only institution 
in the American system whose primary task it is to define, 
articulate, pursue, and represent a view of the national 
interest as a whole. And yet, in the absence of strong 
party links between the Presidency and the other organs 
of government, the President himself becomes only an
other actor in the political marketplace-competing, 
with apparent lack of success, to assert the wider na
tional and international interest against the sectional 
concerns that are pressed with growing force and vi-

" Mr. Reagan." © Bas, Tachydromos, Greece 

vacity on every side. 
Since the 1960's America has been passing through 

a multiple crisis-of defeat in war, the civil rights rev
olution and almost unprecedented social tension, tHe 
exposure of corruption at the highest level in govern
ment, and the worst peace-time inflation in US history 
following the deepest recession in 40 years. Many causes 
beyond the mechanics of politics and the constitution 
have led to the enfeeblement of American government 
which is universally complained of in Europe. But these 
multiple problems-especially in the economic sphere
have been made harder to solve by the political diffi
culties stemming from the decline of party in the sepa
ration of powers system. Meanwhile, the battle between 
Carter, Reagan, and Anderson has provided no evidence 
of any new ways of mending what seems to be the broken 
mainspring of American politics: The Carter-Kennedy 
clash and the Anderson secession displayed the disin
tegration of both of the established parties, and Ander
son's campaign showed how it is possible to become a 
serious candidate for President without any party or
ganization at all. 

Pessimism? Yes. Impertinence? No. For 35 years Eu
ropeans have shaped their basic security and economic 
well-being on a strong America. The United States can
not be blamed if Europeans have taken too much for 
granted. For its own sake as well as for Europe's-and 
the world's-America must find once again the right 
path between freedom and power: Meanwhile, exactly 
the same might be said with even greater force of Europe 
today. 
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200,000 influential Americans 
are waiting for you in Europe. 

They're the individuals involved in U.S.-European trade and relations. As business 
executives, government officials, counselors, advisors, and opinion-leaders. 

Where do they go for an in -depth understanding of the forces shaping the Common Market? 
To Europe, the magazine of the European Community. 
Europe has evolved from a small, relatively esoteric bulletin into a widely read magazine. 
Each issue contains challenging discussions by the world's leading journalists, scholars and-

specialists. Plus articles by leaders like U.S. President Jimmy Carter, Common Market President Roy 
Jenkins, Former West German Chancellor Willy Brandt, and U.S. National Security Advisor Zbigniew 
Brzezinski. 

Monetary affairs. Industry. Agriculture. Banking. Finance. Defense. Energy. Social Trends. 
Shifting political patterns. Cultural Developments. They're all part of Europe's regular offerings. 

And now Europe has something to offer marketers of business products and services and 
upscale consumer goods. 

For, since Europe started accepting advertising in 1978, it has evolved into a prime medium 
for reaching a select group of influential Americans. 

For information, call or write Europe, 2100 M Street, NlV, Suite 707, 

Washington, D.C. 20037; (202) 862-9500. 
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The Why's of Wye 

I was delighted to see the article, in your 
September-October 1980 issue, on the US
EC media seminar at Wye Plantation last 
July. 

Your generous attention to my remarks 
at the seminar is enough to discourage hair
splitting over the exact choices of words in 
the article. But I thought it worth pointing 
out to you that I did not "predict" that the 
Soviet Union would eventually pacify Af
ghanistan, "turning it into another Mongo
lia." What I did was to hold up that pros
pect as a Soviet goal and an outcome that 
might well result if the West lacked unity 
and gave insufficient attention to the broad 
challenge thrown before us by the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan. 

The thrust of my message was that the 
Western nations, and the world community 
generally, have to face up to the need for 
strong and united responses to the Soviet 
challenge. If we do so, it is within our 
power to prevent Afghanistan from becom
ing another Mongolia. Certainly the Venice 
communique, with its simple declaration 
that the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan is 
"unacceptable," testifies to the general soli
darity among our governments on that 
point. 

Matthew Nimetz, Under Secretary of State 
Washington, DC 

Language Learning 

We read with interest the article by Ina Lee 
Seldon on "Foreign Language Ignorance." 
Her conclusions certainly coincide with the 
findings of a survey of the international ex
ecutives of the 1,000 leading US industrial 
corporations, which we recently completed 
with our client, Egan Zehnder Inderna
tional. 

Once again, congratulations on a fine ar
ticle. We are new subscribers and enjoy the 
magazine. 

John Bliss 
New York, NY 

Proper Participation 

My perception is that some Europeans, 
having noted recently two US party conven
tions and the results thereof, may be as ap
prehensive as I. 

My hope is that this observation will in
crease their determination to build better 

European institutions so that they can par
ticipate on a fair basis in selecting the free 
world's leader and improving its institu
tions. Presently tliey are confined to a sec
ond-class status which is neither fair nor 
wise. Anyone who doesn't understand this 
should read Alvin Toffler's The Third 
Wave. 

Since my survival is at stake as well as 
theirs, I urge them to make haste. Proper 
European participation in power would in
crease hope markedly. 

Herb Frank 
Lakeport, CA 

Dignified Styfe 

In the "Around the Capitals" column of 
your July-August issue under the heading 
Paris, the writer, Alessandra Stanley, made 
an unfortunate comparison ofPope John 
Paul II's mass in front of the Notre Dame 
Cathedral, stating that it was "dignified 
and sober," and "nothing like the circus
like services John Paul II holds back home 
at St. Peter's." 

A magazine like yours, in a way repre
senting the Old Continent in the United 
States, should request a more dignified style 
from its writers, a style which would not be 
hurtful to any of the main Christian and 
other religions in this country by an unfor
tunate choice of words. 

This unfortunate comparison may have 
been a slip of the pen on behalf of the 
writer, but the editor should be more care
ful that such slips not get into Europe. You 
do enjoy such a high esteem and prestige in 
our country that this fine level should al
ways and under all circumstances be pre
served. 

Bela Kap6tsy 
New York, NY 

Your magazine is improving all the time. 
Please interview Strauss and Otto Von 
Hapsburg. 

Harvey Burns 
Lavina, MT 

Two Capitals? 

As an avid reader of your magazine, I 
would just like to say that Europe is great! 

I am .just a little puzzled as to why you 
list The Hague as the capital of The Neth
erlands in your section "Around the Capi
tals." Although The Hague is the seat of 
the parliament or where the parliament 
meets, Am'sterdain i~ the capital of the 
Netherlands. Would you clarify this for 
me? 

Ed Ferris 
Binghamton, NY 

A Congressional welcome to Washington: 
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. (right) 
greets the new head of the EC Commission's US 
Delegation, Roland de Kergorlay. 

Cheers, Not Tears 

The general tone of James Hansen's article 
(July-August 1980) on Europe's baby bust 
bemoans the fact that population is declin
ing in the United States, Western Europe, 
the Soviet Union, and Eastern Europe. 
These facts call for cheers, not tears. 

Hansen's fear that there will not be 
enough young workers to keep the econ
omy running is purely imaginary. Europe 
and the United States can't now give jobs 
to all the Mexicans, Yugoslavs, West Indi
ans that want them. If anybody is worried 
about population shortages, there is always 
India and Africa. 

Robert H. Whealey 
Athens, OH 
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A medieval windmill /or grinding corn. ' The lk ttmann Archive 

ENERGY 

Wind Power 
( )ne ol three experimental windmills on Lake VictoriLZ in Kenya; it 
supplies water and energy to a nearhy villay,e. WoriJ 1\ank photo lw K,IV Chcrnu, h British aerogenerators break the cost barrier 

THOMAS LAND author and foreign correspondent based in London 

Before the end of this year, many farming 
communities in the remote Orkney islands, 
north of Scotland, are to receive electricity 
supplies generated commercially by wind. 
further south, Britain intends to install per
haps hundreds of aerogenerators offshore in 
the stormy North Sea; the first, planned with 
I 00-foot blades to be mounted on a 150-foot 
tower and generating 1 megawatt of electric
ity, may well be erected within five years. 

Dismissed until recently as the toy of en
vironment-conscious idealists, the technology 
of wind power has broken the cost barrier 
of conventional energy sources. The big wind 
machines are to produce power at a pnce 
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comparable to that of nuclear energy gener
ation. The more modest units already under 
construction in the Scottish isles are to beat 
the prices of the existing local diesel oil gen
erators. 

According to conservative estimates, the 
new industry could well supply something 
like 20 percent of the world's energy require
ments by the turn of the century. The impli
cations are enormous, given the crippling ef
fect of the rising oil prices, particularly on the 
fragile economies of the developing regions. 

A conference under the auspices of the 
United Nations food and Agriculture Or
ganization (FAO) recently agreed on the es-

tablishment of farming settlements through
out Europe that would rely entirely on new 
and renewable energy supplies, partly to cut 
costs and partly to create models to be studied 
and adapted to the needs of agricultural co
operatives in the developing countries. The 
global use of renewable energy supplies, in
cluding wind power, is to be considered at 
a world conference in Nairobi next year. 

The big wind machines are planned by 
Britain's Central Electricity Generating Board 
(CEGB). Glyn England, its chairman, cautions, 
"An aura of romance still surrounds the sub
ject of wind power in the minds of many 
people who think in terms of the picturesque 



A modern windmill in the Netherlands seems little different from its 
medieval predecessor. 

Called a variable geometry vertical axis wind turbine, this British windmill 
can be used for electrical generation or for water pumping. 

windmills of former centuries. But reality is 
in stark contrast. Consider the design of a 3.7 
megawatt wind generator produced for Brit
ain's Department of Energy. It has two blades, 
slightly longer than the wings of a jumbo jet. 
Another design resembles a 1 0-story tower 
block with a propeller on top. Some designs 
are very like transmission towers, about the 
same size as our largest." 

Aerogenerators are noisy and unattractive, 
and they produce electrical interference. 
Nevertheless, a discussion paper published by 
a panel of specialists preparing for the Nai
robi conference considers their adverse effect 
on the environment minor compared to that 
of the existing power stations. It recom
mended their urgent deployment in the de
veloping countries. The United States is soon 
to launch a $1 billion development program 
based on third-generation aerogenerators now 
under construction. Sweden, Germany, and 
Denmark have already launched ambitious 
wind power programs. Britain will overcome 
the environmental effects of aerogenerators 
by planting its "wind farms" of dozens of 
machines each off the coasts. 

"There, they would be much less obtru
sive," observes the CEGB chief. "Admittedly, 
it will be more difficult and costly to build 

and maintain the machines offshore than on 
land. There will be the extra expense of get
ting the power ashore. And they could be a 
hazard to fishing vessels. But wind speeds are 
higher there than over open land, although 
not quite as high as on the best hilltop sites." 

MOST OF THE BIG AEROGENERATORS SO far are 
based on the horizontal axis model (reminis
cent of traditional windmills or aircraft pro
pellers). But Britain may well opt for the ver
tical axis principle, copied from windmills 
used in the Middle East for hundreds of years, 
because it can utilize winds approaching from 
any direction. 

The big drawback is that wind does not 
blow at all times. Even the new aerogenera
tors planned for the Orkney, Shetland, and 
Western isles-probably the windiest places 
in Europe-will substantially complement but 
not entirely replace conventional power gen
eration that can be relied upon in any weather. 

Hence the agreement of the European 
Commission on Agriculture, at a meeting 
organized by FAO, on the need to create at 
least 15 model farms or villages self-sufficient 
in energy, relying on an integrated system of 
renewable power generation from wind, sun
shine, local water fall s, hot springs, and bio-

mass. In ·the long term the project would lead 
to food production entirely independent of 
energy imports throughout Europe. 

Small-scale wind energy conversion en
compasses the needs of farmers and rural 
communities, especially for well pumping, 
cattle water, irrigation, and domestic elec
tricity supplies. Such systems were widely used 
by many technologically advanced countries 
until the advent of low-cost, mass rural elec
trification during the past 30-40 years. But 
the specialist panel preparing for the global 
conference comments that the new, small-scale 
wind machines are often unpopular in many 
developing countries now because of the rel
atively high price of the imported units and 
their poor reliability. 

Yet these could be no more than the grow
ing pains of the young industry. The direction 
of the future may well be demonstrated by 
experience in Kenya and Tunisia. There, ma
chines of local manufacture have proved their 
usefulness in rural areas where they are ad
equately serviced and promoted. The world 
conference is likely to magnify the call of the 
specialist panel for extensive training facilities 
in the rich countries for technologists from 
the developing regions in order to make the 
benefits of the industry globally available. 
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... the Financial Tintes Excels. 

It is a fact that the U.S. becomes daily more 
dependent on events abroad- events over which 
U.S. business exerts no control. 

It is a fact that the U.S. has changed more in the 
last 5 years than in the previous 10. This change 
affects some businesses more quickly than others. 

It is a fact that the impact of political and 
econotnic developments abroad is cumulative. 
The impact on American business is part of a 
chain of international interdependence, the links 
of which tighten each year. This international 
interdependence is a crucial element of America's 
economic malaise. 

We believe that, with a business to run, you cannot 
monitor events everywhere in the world which 
affect you. 

But we can and we do. TheFT has 31 full-time 
correspondents round the world backed by an 
expert team of editors in London. TheFT places 
the resources of its 2 55 specialists at your disposal. 
They are employed to monitor 

We've a tough job ahead- making ourselves 
known to the American business executive. But 
we know we have something from which Ameri
can business can profit: A newspaper designed to 
meet the priorities of the international business 
executive. 

We airspeed the FT from Frankfurt, West 
Germany, for same-day hand-delivery in selected 
areas of New York and Washington, D.C. 
Next day in downtown Chicago, Boston and 
Los Angeles and by mail elsewhere. 

If you already know us and need us, order your 
daily subscription by marking the term of your 
choice and return this ad with your business card: 

D 1 year $365 
D 6 months $183 
D 3 months $ 92 

We have found that a fine product is the best 
advertisement possible. A single thorough look 
at the Financial Times is the best way for you to 

events 24 hours a day, 7 days ~~ ~,~ ~J, ~INA~1,1J:J'IM~. :::~ 
a week, round the world. Their - -· Interest rates fall ~~:~.·~an nego~ates 

decide if your business can 
profit from theFT Please 
write to us on your company 
letterhead and we will be 
happy to send a free issue for 

Saudis SCerllq as U.S, 'enters on ltudgec otl deal With 
analysiS excels in the most !':!o~~. t.:;~c~, mild recession' possible East Europe 

difficult of areas- where the mm_, -h~~~~~-~ '5;;::;;~::; 

complexities of international 
politics and economics 
converge. 

your assessment. 

Financial 
Times 

7 5 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 10019 



Parliamentary Notebook 
DAVID WOOD columnist for The Times of London 

You can say, as both friends and critics do, 
that the powers of the directly elected Eu
ropean Parliament, now more than a year 
old, are so limited that it cannot bear com
parison with the national assemblies of the 
nine countries in Western Europe that send 
410 members to it. Above all it cannot leg
islate. Its substantial powers are practically 
unusable ultimate deterrents, like the total 
rejection of the EC budget, or the total dis
missal of the EC Commission. 

Use the deterrent powers and you are left 
with paralysis or desolation. The power to 
propose law lies with the Commission; the 
power to dispose lies with the Council of 
Ministers recruited from the constituent na
tional governments, or increasingly in prac
tice with the summits, the meetings of the 
nine heads of government that have no va
lidity at all in the basic Treaty of Rome. In 
other words, the European Community is 
still evolving, and evolving organically 
rather than on a blueprint, as is the West 
European fashion. 

But leave power aside. The European 
Parliament increasingly has influence, and 
some members would say more influence in 
the outside world than on the national gov
ernments and the peoples of the Nine. The 
410 members of the first multinational par
liament represent 250 million people, or 
more than 110 million voters, just as they 
represent a total economic and industrial 
power at least comparable with the United 
States and Soviet Russia. 

It is parliamentary influence, then, that 
explains the significance of the Parliament 
debate in mid-September on world hunger 
based on a report from an Italian Commu
nist, Bruno Ferrero, and supported with 
reservations of detail by every party group 
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in the Parliament. What mattered more 
than the report itself, for all its merits, was 
a half-hour keynote speech from parliamen
tarian Willy Brandt, former German Chan
cellor and chairman of the commission 
reporting last year on international de
velopment and the North/South Dialogue. 
Brandt, a member of the Socialist group, 
speaks sparingly in his new forum of the 
European Parliament, but when he speaks 
he commands a full house and an attentive 
international audience. He wears gravitas 
and authority like a Savile Row suit. 

Brandt, a member of the Socialist group, 
brought out vividly some of the Commu
nity's own paradoxes. The Nine overpro
duces food under the common agricultural 
policy (CAP), creating butter and sugar 
mountains, while the undeveloped countries 
of the world suffer famine and starvation. 
The advanced nations pour out treasure on 
armaments, but do pathetically little to re
move such a cause of tension and instabil
ity as widespread hunger. There was an un
contested and incontestable duty in 
Western Europe, Brandt said, to alleviate 
the tension in the world caused by hunger 
and famine, although any aid given must 
not be seen as a convenient means of get
ting rid of subsidized European food sur
pluses. He drove home the point that for 
the first time, mankind had the technical 
possibility of exterminating itself by arms, 
and also the technical means of eradicating 
hunger. 

Apart from some center-right and center 
reservations about the political connection 
between arms expenditure and food aid in 
a time of Soviet expansionism, the Brandt 
theme carried the European Parliament's 
overwhelming support, and EC Commis-

sioner Claude Cheysson, in charge of devel
opment, promised to study the effects of 
the restrictionist CAP on international trade 
in food and of EC agricultural exports on 
world markets and developing countries. 

Meanwhile, the European Parliament 
once again begins to apply itself to budg
eteering. Last December for the first time, a 
cross-party coalition formed to reject the 
1980 budget on a month-to-month or 
hand-to-mouth basis. Now the 1981 
budget, as sent forward in preliminary 
draft by the Commission and then slashed 
by the Council of Ministers, has turned up. 
Parliament will give it a final reading in 
December, according to the usual time-table. 

A majority of parliamentarians will be 
angry about the Council's butchery of 
Commission proposals. Parliament de
mands that more spending should be 
switched from the sacred cows of the CAP 

to social and regional policies over which 
they have some budgetary control. The 
Council says no; CAP is to continue sacro
sanct. In 1981 or 1982 the Community 
will exhaust the 1 per cent of the Nine's 
value-added tax (VAT) take, its staple source 
of buoyant revenue. Then what happens? 
Germany, France, and the United Kingdom, 
for domestic reasons as they fight inflation, 
refuse to concede a higher rate of VAT. 

Consequently, unrestrained CAP expenditure 
will hit the ceiling, and other policies will 
be stunted or abandoned. 

The Commission publicly disowned the 
budget for 1981 as it had been amended by 
the Council of Ministers. The European 
Parliament, painted with a broad brush, 
feels equal outrage. But very few parlia
mentarians see much hope of recreating 
this December the cross-party coalition that 
led to the rejection of the 1980 budget a 
year ago. There are German and French 
members, particularly Christian Democrats, 
Gaullists, and Giscardians, who feel tender 
toward their farmers; and there are 78 Brit
ish members who know that Margaret 
Thatcher's renegotiation of the United 
Kingdom contribution to EC coffers is 
bound up in the 1981 budget. 

National interests are at work behind the 
scenes. First, if the Council is arrogant or 
clumsy in its handling of the budget before 
the Parliament, a new coalition could arise 
for rejection in December. Secondly, Parlia
ment is still a little humble about the climb 
down it had to make after rejecting the 
1980 budget and then accepting it six 
months later. As EC Commission President 
Roy Jenkins put it: "The Parliament had 
the strength to take the big jump last year, 
but it hadn't the ankles for the landing." 
Parliament's ankles look more fragile than 
they were. 



Brussels 
The best-selling poster in Brussels this au
tumn looked from a distance like the ren
dering of a giant bee hive. Closer up it is a 
fearful tower at whose foot Biblical and 
legendary scenes are acted out by human 
and animal caricatures. It is a reproduction 
of "The Tower of Babel" by Pieter Bruegel 
the Elder, the patriarch of a dynasty of 
Flemish painters whose work has been 
most spectacularly collected here as part of 
the big European arts festival known as 
"Europalia. " Asked if he did not think it 
ironic that the big seller in Brussels-the 
home of the EC Commission, other Com
munity institutions, and itself bilingual
should be a depiction of linguistic chaos, 
an organizer of the exhibition told a re
porter, "Perhaps it shows we do have a 
sense of humor." 

The exhibition itself promises to be one 
of the most successsful ever staged here 
even though the number of originals that 
have finally been put on show is disap-

pointing. Bruegel was born in 1525, how
ever. Much of his work quickly left Bel
gium, and 400-year-old canvasses do not 
travel well. The arrival of another of his 
masterpieces, the "Two Monkeys," from 
Berlin was a matter of tension right up to 
the last minute. The scrupulous air condi
tioning and heavy glass screens that protect 
these pictures from human mischief is a 
telling measure of their value and fragility. 

Bruegel, the Elder, can be compared only 
to Johann Sebastian Bach in the way he 
fathered a family of artistic talent, though, 
as with the composer, Bruegel's original 
level of inspiration was never to be re
peated. Much of the work of one of his 
sons, Pieter the Younger, comprises re
paintings of the father's original work. And 
it was not long before Bruegel's unnerving 
depictions of manic peasants and prancing 
skeletons gave way to the lush flesh tones 
and religious allegory of an even more fa
mous Belgian painter, Peter Paul Rubens. 

" The Tower of Babel" by Pieter Bruegel. © The Bcttmann Archive 

But there is no doubt this exhibition has 
captured the public imagination even if 
many of the most famous masterpieces ap
pear only in the form of faithfully proc
essed photographs. The exhibition itself is 
in the great sprawling Palace of Fine Arts
the handiwork of another Belgian genius 
Victor Horta. It comprises the centerpiece 
of "Europalia '80" which is a kind of cul
tural olympics with each EC country taking 
its turn to occupy center stage. Belgium's 
moment is fortuitous for this is also the 
year to celebrate the one-hundred-fiftieth 
anniversary of the creation of the Belgian 
state, and the festival has become in part a 
national rejoicing. 

It is a commonplace to say that 
Belgium's major artistic achievements have 
been through its Flemish painters. Most 
people now recognize the Liege-born com
poser Cesar Franck as an important figure 
in Nineteenth Century music, but few 
would place him among its greatest. Bel
gian poetry and literature are distressingly 
meager to readers outside the country. 

Perhaps "Europalia '80" will help correct 
this. We are promised seminars on the 
work of Belgian authors, concert tributes to 

Franck, performances of Belgian plays and 
films. But this will not be just Belgium's 
show. Heavyweight contributions from 
Britain, France, Germany, and Italy are 
scheduled. Many think the most arresting 
exhibit could be the Irish display of pure 
gold jewelry and ornaments dating back to 
2000 BC. There are surely things to dis
cover in Belgian arts, but one strongly 
doubts that there will be much this year to 
alter the view that the country's greatest 
claims lie in that series of remarkable 
paintings from the early Sixteenth Century 
to the beginning of the Eighteenth. 

-ALAN OSBORN 

London 
French and English growers are jousting for 
the British buyer's favor with spheres of 
Golden Delicious and Cox's Orange Pippin. 
The English enemy is the French apple 
called Golden Delicious. It is longer-lasting 
and cheaper than the pride of the English 
apple orchards, Cox's Orange Pippin. But, 
argue the English growers, their apples 
have superior taste. 

The battlefront is built upon market eco
nomics. The French growers' strategy is to 
flood the British market with apples priced · 
below the home-grown varieties. The Brit
ish orchardists are counterattacking with a 
"buy British" campaign that stresses qual
ity over cost and plucks a patriotic nerve. 
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"My God! I used to laugh and say, 'Knock it off, 
Dad, teach us modern stuff like how to deal with 
high tension wires, DDT spray, habitat loss, 
chemical dumps ... "' 
© Ed Fisher, Punch, London 

Apple orchards are an English symbol, a 
familiar feature of calendars and travel 
posters. Yet they are fast shrinking in num
ber, and not just because of this island na
tion's inhospitable climate. Marketing of 
British apples has not been very efficient 
and others have been quick to step in. Ap
ple imports increased over 40 percent in 
Britain during the 1970's. Last year the 
French export drive, aptly called Le 
Crunch, sent in the equivalent of two
thirds of Britain's own apple harvest. 

British apple orchards have often been 
allowed to grow too old, resulting in de
clining yields. They have been uprooted as 
uneconomical to the point where during 
the past decade the number of apple or
chard acres shrank from 96,000 to 

72,000. The country's total apple crop ha 
fallen by 150,000 tons since 1970. Import 
have risen by 110,000 tons. 

The English apple growers worry that 
unless things improve in a few years, south
ern France and Italy will be the only source 
of apples from the current EC mc;mber 
states. They would like the EC Commission 
to impose limits on imports of the French 
Golden Delicious, arguing its rapidly rising 
sales are threatening English varieties hav
ing much lower yields. They also say the 
EC price support system does not help by 
encouraging French apple growers to over
produce in the knowledge they can't lose. 

Before the French competition, English 
growers could afford to be lax. Now they 
cannot, facing a French apple industry that 
is younger, better structured, keen on coop
eratives, and helped by a drier climate. For 
all that, the French apples still can't beat 
British ones for flavor, and this is being ex-
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ploited heavily by the English growers. This 
fall they launched Kingdom Cox, their first 
big "buy British" campaign. It aims at per
suading British housewives to purchase the 
best tasting apples, even if they do cost a 
little more. Growers have handed out thou
sands of free apples to convince the British 
consumer they're fresher and tastier than 
French ones. 

Politicians have taken the campaign 
across the Channel. British members of the 
European Parliament recently distributed 
bags of English apples in the Strasbourg as
sembly. They handed out Cox's, Granny 
Smiths, and Worcesters to protest, they 
said, the unfair competition from the 
French Golden Delicious. One French 
member of the assembly allowed after 
much munching that the English apples 
were surprisingly tasty. He diplomatically 
suggested an EC body should be set up to 
ensure that all varieties of European apples 
were preserved .... 

The League Against Cruel Sports says 
. two-thirds of the British public wants the 
royal family to boycott fox hunting. Both 
Prince Charles and Princess Anne have oc
casionally joined hunts. The league called 
fox hunting "a squalid piece of behavior 
on the part of human beings" and said the 
royal family should not set "dubious" ex
amples. lt acknowledged that Charles and 
Anne go hunting because it is a sport with 
a long heritage and not because they might 
wish to "inflict pain on foxes." 

Record postwar unemployment and con
tinuing double-digit inflation are not help
ing Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's 
popularity. A poll taken after her first 500 
days in office showed her Conservative 
Party trailing opposition Labour by nearly 
10 percent in voter favor. Just a month ear
lier, the Labour lead was only 5 percent. 
Thatcher insists her economic policies are 
right. Britons are gritting their teeth and 
hoping she's right, too. - PETER J. SHAw 

Paris 
Just before the 1968 mai evenements one 
of France's most astute observers, the late 
Pierre Viansson-Ponte of Le Monde, wrote 
" Ia France s'ennui." That observation of a 
national mood, part boredom, part collec
tive irritation, has since been given as one 
explanation for the student-worker up
heaval. If correct, 12 years later President 
Valery Giscard d'Estaing may have reason 
to worry. Obviously, the same circumstan
ces are not repeating themselve , and no 
one is predicting similar disturbances for 

France in 1980. (No one did then, either.) 
But boredom mixed with irritation is the 
pervasive feeling in t.he country this fall. 

One reason is that fully six months from 
the 1981 Presidential elections, most every
one who can contain his bias believes that 
Giscard will have no trouble winning. And 
this despite polls that show him in a neck 
and neck race if the Socialists pick Social 
Democrat Michel Rocard as their candi
date, a choice that is by no means sure for, 
once again, the Socialists are riven by inter
nal quarrels. 

The deep divisions among Socialists, 
which pit the Rocard forces against those 
of warhorse and First Secretary Fran<;ois 
Mitterrand, are reason enough to give Gis
card odds. To them must be added the cal
lumnious campaign that the Communists 
have incessantly waged against the Social
ists since the break-up of the Union of the 
Left before the 1978 legislative elections. 
At the grass roots, Socialist and Commu
nist members of mayors' councils around 
the country are at loggerheads, frequently 
paralyzing municipal governments. At the 
top there has been no let-up in the Com
munist Party leadership's criticism of 
Fran<;ois Mitterrand. Mitterrand himself 
appears to have finally given up any hope 
of an electoral agreement with the Commu
nists without which, he has always be
lieved, no Socialist Party Presidential candi
date stands much chance of winning. 

© Padry, Le Herisson , Paris 

On the right Giscard's own coalition 
partners and severe critics, the Gaullist 
Rassemblement pour la Republique (RPR), 

who once posed a challenge to the Presi
dent's authority, are in equal disarray. The 
management of the party's destiny was 
taken over four years ago by Giscard's for
mer Prime Minister, Jacques Chirac, who 
left the Government with the sole purpose 
of staking out his own claim to the Presi
dency. His aggressive tactics and his errors 
of judgment since then have alienated vir
tually all the old barons of de Gaulle's era. 



One of the most legitimate of these 
Michel Debre, has just announced his can
didacy for the Presidency. Debre appeals to 
older voters who respond to his mystic 
sense of France's national destiny and his 
call for a strong central government. Polls 
show him getting a mere 6 percent of the 
vote should he stay in the race through the 
first round. Though Chirac's supporters 
insist that the Gaullists have steadily lost 
electoral support since the General's death, 
and the current split is witness that the RPR 

has finally become a party comme les 
autres. 

The lack of suspense on the election out
come would not be so bad if the public at 
large were genuinely enthusiastic about the 
winner. But this is not the case. Giscard is 
expected to get only 26 percent of the vote 
on the first round, hardly the score of a 
popular president. On the foreign pol-
icy front, for the first time in his Presi
dency, Giscard has been subjected to re
spected and sometimes withering criticism, 
most particularly for his subdued reaction 
to the Russian invasion of Afghanistan. 
These are small erosions and probably not 
enough to undermine his political position. 

Domestically, Giscard has escaped a cer
tain amount of unpopularity resulting from 
his economic policies. The dirty work of 
austerity has been handled by Prime Minis
ter Raymond Barre who has managed to 
keep incomes rising at a rate equal to infla
tion and increase the gross national prod
uct by an honorable 3.4 percent this year. 

In the end, says Alexander Sanguinetti, a 
peg-legged old Gaullist whose tart com
ments frequently enliven the dull political 
debate, Giscard will get the margin he 
needs from Frenchmen who will vote from 
"fear and Conservatism." Contemplating 
the prospect, a pro-Giscard banker recently 
interrupted his train of thought to com
ment: "Seven more years! France will die 
of boredom." Which may be just what 
Viansson-Ponte meant 12 years ago. 

-PATRICIA H. PAINTON 

Copenhagen 
Coined by the international press, the 
catchword "Denmarkization" was stu
diously ignored by the Danish Government 
and most of the media for months. But as 
it became imperative to decide on the level 
of defense expenditure in the next budget, 
the opposition parties made the word their 
own. And at the autumn congress of the 
governing Social Democratic Party, the 
prime and foreign ministers acknowledged 

"Talking with the other side . .. " © Behrendt, Het 

Parool, Amsterdam 

the existence of the word, but redefined it 
positively, or rather, tried to do so. 

To most NATO partners, Denmarkization 
is the refusal to honor commitments to the 
alliance, specifically the NATO agreement to 
implement a real growth in defense expend
iture in the wake of events in Afghanistan. 
The consequences of such a refusal are sub
tly, but clearly, implf'ed by the verbal anal
ogy to "Finlandizati n," in Europe synony
mous with living at :he mercy of the Soviet 
Union. Though the word was not used, this 
was also the essence of the personal mes
sage of the US Secretary of Defense to his 
Danish counterpart, first published here in 
September. 

Not so, says the Danish Government. 
Denmarkization is maintaining the dialogue 
with the Soviet Union despite Afghanistan, 
simultaneously condemning that invasion, 
but refusing to escalate the arms race, and 
helping the developing countries. By adding 
development aid to the military expendi
ture, the Danish Government claims that its 
total commitment to international security 
compares favorably with most NATO coun
tries. 

The Danish opposition parties to the 
right of the Government and the Danish 
generals are more concerned about the se
curity of Copenhagen and the adjoining is
lands. The generals claim that the zero 
growth in real defense expenditure envis
aged by the Government is in fact negative 
growth, and that defense of Copenhagen 
and the island of Zealand must be aban
doned in advance of hostilities. It is doubt
ful if military plans have ever seriously con
templated defending Copenhagen and 
Zealand, only minutes from Warsaw Pact 
rocket and air bases, but the political force 
of the argument is obvious. Nobody likes 
to feel undefended, and the debate is now 
bogged down in technicalities, with the 
Government still sticking to its guns. 

The defense issue may still precipitate a 
general election, though most political ob
servers here believe that it will not. Far 
more popular controversy is generated by 
the virtual collapse of work in the new ter
minal building of the Danish post office, 
built at enormous cost but unable to pro
cess mail at anything like the rate of the 
old buildings. The postmaster general is be
coming desperate and has asked for the po
litical support of the responsible minister to 
arbitrarily fire the employees not working 
according to regulations. The minister has 
refused, implicitly accusing the postmaster 
general of not doing his job. Most observ
ers expect that the postmaster general will 
soon receive a coup de grace-but not 
through the mail. -LEIF BECK F ALLESEN 

Luxembourg 
Last summer an American customer of 
Arbed, the giant Luxembourg steel firm, 
rang the company to give a friendly warn
ing that business conditions were turning 
grim. "We were grateful but not wholly 
convinced," said an Arbed official. "It 
looked to some of us that the low point 
had already been reached." A few weeks 
later the Americans substantially cut their 
orders and the protectionist alarm bells 
started ringing. In a nutshell that is what 
has happened to the whole EC steel indus
try this year-a brief flaring of hope fol
lowed by ruthless pruning of orders. But 
here the new visitation of the recession has 
been especially cruelly felt. Both in the ex
tent to which the economy depends on steel 
and the extent to which that steel trade de
pends on exports, Luxembourg is far and 
away at the top of the world league. Hence 
the almost obsessive interest now being 
taken here in Community moves to push 
through a new EC steel rescue plan. 

Arbed is an acronym for the remarkable 
multinational group that dominates steel
making in the vital industrial belt stretching 
from the Saar in western Germany across 
southern Luxembourg and northern France 
to Belgium. You see little of this from the 
city of Luxembourg itself, and most tour
ists are astonished to discover how impor
tant steel is to the Grand Duchy. The facts 
are nevertheless that Arbed is the fourth 
largest steel producer in Europe and the 
tenth largest in the world. And if this is 
somewhat misleading in that much of the 
company's operations really form part of 
the French, German, and Belgian steel in
dustries, the fact remains that the company 
directly pays the wages of two out of every 
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five industrial workers in Luxembourg. A 
glimpse of the company's stately headquar
ters-almost like a seat of parliament
leaves you with no mistake of the impor
tance and gravity of the concern. 

What has come as a nasty shock this fall 
is that this shrewd and powerful combine is 
yet no match for the worldwide steel reces
sion. The discovery is painful because for 
some time it had looked as if Arbed might 
get by unscathed. Its ingenious plans for di
verting otherwise redundant employees to 
outside work meant that in spite of the 
country's huge dependence on steel, Lux
embourg was still able to come through the 
Seventies with virtually no increase in un
employment. 

But the new turn in the recession makes 
it look as though this delicate balance may 
come seriously undone. The company has 
informed the Government that because of 
its sales losses in the US market and the 
recession in Europe, the costs of its major 
restructuring plan have gone up by 50 per
cent to more than $1 billion. The plan pro
vides for a phased reduction in the work 
force from 25,000 in 1974 to 16,500 by 
the end of 1983. 

If the job cuts have to be made much 
earlier than scheduled, then the Govern
ment will face a tough challenge on both 
political and financial grounds. Arbed is 
not a state-owned company, and everyone 
concerned wants to keep it that way. 
Moreover, even if the will to help were 
there, the extra sums being talked about
over 10 percent of the entire gross national 
product-could drain the treasury. 

Yet every 1,000 workers that Arbed 
sacks represent a potential increase of 1 
percent in the unemployment rate-indeed 
there are not many more than 1,000 out of 
work in the whole country at the moment. 
Hence the Government's anxiety. But the 
headache would be greatly eased if there 
were to be progress on the Community 
anti-crisis plan in Brussels. That would 
mean extra production cuts being pressed 
on Arbed, but it could also mean the even
tual freeing of major EC resources for the 
restructuring plan. -ALAN OSBORN 
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The Hague 
After defense against the treacherous North 
Sea proved inadequate and gales and 
springtide combined in February 1953 to 
cause dikes to collapse resulting in 1,850 
deaths and vast loss of livestock and farm
land, the Dutch agreed that must never be 
allowed to happen again. 

The Delta Plan was devised at an esti
mated 3 billion guilders, involving the clos
ing off of four unpredictable sea inlets. But 
for environmental reasons, the cost rose to 
6.7 billion guilders. Major civil engineering 
projects now protect the southwestern low
lying Delta through which the Scheidt 
River, and Europe's two main arteries the 
Rhine and the Meuse, flow into the North 
Sea. The projects also involved separation 
and control of fresh and salt water. 

Six of Holland's leading engineering and 
hydraulic construction firms formed a sin
gle board for the purpose of completing the 
Delta works a quarter of a century ago. 
They now prepare for completing the last 
and most difficult chapter, closing the 
fourth sea inlet, the widest and deepest, the 
Eastern Scheidt. The 1958 Delta Act pro
vided for a conventional dam. But after 
completion of the first three inlets, argu
ments gradually began to be raised in favor 
of keeping the Eastern Scheidt open to the 
sea, maintaining ebb and flow of the tide 
to preserve the natural environment of this 
area, which is a nursery for rare species of 
fish and birds. Nature conservation and 
safety had to be combined. 

The Dutch Parliament approved the con
struction of a storm-surge barrier at the 
mouth of the Eastern Scheidt. The nine-kil
ometer-long dam will thus consist of two 
dams-one five-kilometer-long and a sec
ond one-kilometer, interspersed with 66 
piers with 63 steel sluice gates between 
them. The new scheme raised not only the 
cost by about 3 billion guilders, but was so 
ambitious and unprecedented that the stress 
has come to lie more than ever on research 
in drawing office, hydraulic laboratories, 
soil mechanics, and environmental science. 
Also, a host of experts among biologists, 
physical geographers, and chemists has 
studied how to preserve the environment. 
The barrier must not only serve to prevent 
floods, but also preserve the 200 million 
guilders worth of mussel, oyster, and lobs
ter industry. 

Study and research will culminate around 
1985 in a 3,200-meter-long storm-surge 
barrier whose gates will remain open in 
normal conditions and the tide will flow in 
and out as usual. But when a storm threat
ens, they will be closed against the swelling 

sea. A power station with a capacity to 
supply a city of 30,000 will have a control 
room from where the 63 sliding gates can 
be automatically opened or closed. 

Late last month the construction of the 
first of 66 concrete piers was completed. A 
proud team of engineers showed it to the 
press. Each pier is 45 meters tall and looks 
like a middle-sized church tower. They are 
hollow but when sunk will be filled with 
sand while the base is to be embedded 
firmly in stone. Only 12 meters will remain 
above water level. Before sunk into posi
tion, the soft and shifting sand on the 
seabed will be "compacted" and later cov
ered by special matting. The seabed be
tween the piers is raised by sills and thresh
old beams in the 63 openings. Special 
matting has been laid over an area of 4.5 
million square meters on both sides of the 
barrier and fixed by imported rocks to 
avoid shifting of the piers. 

For centuries the Dutch have been in a 
life and death struggle to drive back the 
sea. Since the Thirteenth Century, 2,200 
square miles have been reclaimed. Without 
this human activity, the lower part of the 
Netherlands would not exist. Natural sea 
dunes came into existence along the North 
Sea coast through waves pounding the 
shallow sandy bottom. Dunes ar.e con
stantly watched anq strengthened at vulner
able spots so as to protect the densely pop
ulated west with its big industrial cities like 
Rotterdam and Amsterdam. 

courtesy Embassy of the Netherlands 

In 1932 the most northern sea claw, the 
Zuiderzee, was pushed back by building 
the Zuiderzee dam, transforming the for
mer Zuiderzee gradually into a freshwater 
basin called the I]ssel lake. Four polders of 
reclaimed land, covering a 165,000-hectare 
area, are now inhabited by land-hungry 
farmers, while the Dutch Government ear
lier this year announced that the last and 
fifth polder, the future Markerwaard 
(41,000 hectares) will be reclaimed begin-
ning next April. -NEL sus 



EC COMMISSION 

BRINGS 

EUROPEAN 

FILM 

FESTIVAL 

TO 

AMERICA 

The first European Film Festival will be held 
at the Kennedy Center in Washington, Jan
uary 27 to February 23, 1981. It is jointly 
sponsored by EC Commission and the Amer
ican Film Institute. 

About 14 feature films selected from eight 
of the EC "Nine" will be shown. Luxem
bourg, which has no feature film production, 
will present a short film instead. The program 
is made up of films of outstanding artistic 
quality and significant social value. Together 
they illustrate European cultural trends in 
cinema. Following is the tentative sc_hedule. 

Jan. 27, 8:30pm 
Jan. 28, 6:30 pm 

Jan. 30, 8:30 pm 
Jan. 31, 6:15pm 

Feb. 2, 8:30 pm 
Feb. 6, 6:30 pm 

Feb. 5, 6:30 pm 

Feb. 7, 5:00pm 

Feb. 9, 9:00 pm 

Feb. 11, 8:15pm 
Feb. 14, 6:15 pm 

Feb. 12, 6:30 pm 

Feb. 15, 5:00 pm 

Feb. 17, 6:30 pm 

Feb. 19, 6:30 pm 

Feb. 20, 6:30 pm 
Feb. 21, 7:30 pm 

Feb. 23, 8:30 pm 

"Ratataplan" 
(Italy, 1979, 90 mins. Directed by and starring Maurizio 
Nichetti.) 

Plus: "Two Decades of Europe" 
(European Community, 1979, 15 mins.) 

"The Glass Cell" (Die Gli:iserne Zelle) 
(Germany, 1978, 100 mins. Directed by Hans 
Geissendorfer. Stars: Helmut Griem, Brigitte Fossey.) 

Plus: "Europe of Prejudices" 
(European Community, 1967, 34 mins.) 

"Other People's Money" (L'Argent des Autres) 
(France, 1979, 105 mins. Directed by Christian de 
Chalonge. Stars: Jean-Louis Trintignant, Catherine 
Deneuve, Michel Serrault.) 

"Exposure" 
(Republic of Ireland, 1978, 48 mins. Directed by Kieran 
Hickey. Stars: Catherine Schell, T.P. McKenna.) 

Also: "Criminal Conversation" 
(Republic of Ireland, 1980, 48 mins. Directed by Kieran 
Hickey.) 

"Johnny Larsen" 
(Denmark, 110 mins. Directed by Morten Arnfred. Stars: 
Allan Olsen, Frits Helmuth.) 

"A Private Enterprise" 
(Great Britain, 1974, 78 mins. Directed by Peter K. Smith. 
Stars: Marc Zuber.) 

Plus: "20 Centuries After" (European Community, 30 
ruins.) 

"The Terrace" (La Terrazza) 
(Italy, 1980, 160 ruins. Directed by Ettore Scola. Stars: 
Marcello Mastroianni, Ugo Tognazzi, Jean-Louis 
Trintignant.) 

British film to be announced. 

Greek film to be announced. 

"Melancholy Tales" 
(The Netherlands, 1974, 107 ruins. Directed by Bas van de 
Lecg, Guido Pieters, Ernie Damen, Nouchka van Grakel.) 

"Home Sweet Home" 
(Belgium, 1973, 90 ruins. Directed by Benoit Lamy. Stars: 
Claude Jade, Jacques Perrin.) 

"Sisters, or the Balance of Happiness" (Schwestern 
oder die Balance des Gluecks) 
(Germany, 1979, 95 ruins. Directed by Margarethe von 
Trotta. Stars: Jutte Lampe, Gudrun Gabriel.) 

"Solemn Communion" (La Communion Solemnelle) 
(France, 1976, 105 ruins. Directed by Rene Ferret. Stars: 
Claude-Emile Rosen, Claude Bochery, Yveline Ailhaud.) 
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EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 
A weekly radio forum in which the Washington correspondents of Europe's leading news 
media join with former CBS correspondent Martin Agronsky to explain how their readers, 
the people of Europe, feel about the same issues that concern Americans. Here are some of 
the topics explored in recent weeks ... 

The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan 

Jurek Martin, Financial Times, London 
Thomas Keilinger, Die Welt, Bonn 
Charles Lambroschini, Le Figaro, Paris 

Boycotting the Olympics 

Stephen Barber, Daily Telegraph, London 
Dick Toet, Netherlands Newspaper Syndicate, 

Amsterdam 
Valeska Von Roques, Der Speigel, Hamburg 

Consistency in the Carter Foreign Policy 

Michel Tatu, Le Monde, Paris 
Leslie Finer, The Spectator, London & The Daily 

News, Athens 
Fabrizio del Piero, ANSA/The Italian News 

Agency, Rome 

Yugoslavia: What Mter Tito? 

Harold Jackson, The Manchester Guardian, England 
Christian Winther, Danish Radio, Copenhagen 
Carola Kaps, Frankfurter Allgemeine, West Germany 

Election '80 - A European View 

Denis Poncet, French Radio & Television, Paris 
Marino De Medici - 11 Tempo, Rome 
Edmund Fawcett- The Economist, London 

Israel & The West: Changes in the Wind? 

Claude Moisy, Agence France Presse, Paris 
Yve Laudy, La Libre Belgique, Brussels 
Patrick Brogan, The Times, London 

Is America Still the World's Economic Leader? 
Dr. Jan Reifenberg, Frankfurter Allgemeine, 

West Germany 
Henry Brandon, The Sunday Times, London 
Marcello Spaccarelli, 11 Popolo, Rome 

Iran: Where Are America's Allies? 

illrich Schiller, West German Broadcasting System, 
Munich 

Henk Kolb, G.D.P.- The Netherlands Press 
Association, The Hague 

Clive Small, British Broadcasting Corporation, London 

Hear EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE on these stations ... .. 
Albany, New York WAMC •Ames, Iowa WOI 

Amherst, Massachusetts WFCR • Athens, Georgia WUOG 
Atlanta, Georgia WGST • Austin, Texas KUT • Baltimore, Maryland WJHU 

Bloomington, Indiana WFIU • Boston, Massachusetts WBUR • Chicago, Illinois WNIB 
Columbia, Missouri KBIA • Columbus, Ohio WOSU • Denver, Colorado KDEN • Fort Lauderdale, Florida WHRS 

Fort Wayne, Indiana WIPU • Hanover, New Hampshire WDCR • Harrisburg, Pennsylvania WMSP 
Hartford, Connecticut WPOP • Houston, Texas KPRC • Iowa City, Iowa WSUI • Ithica, New York WHCU 

Kansas City, Missouri KBEA • Louisville, Kentucky WFPL • Memphis, Tennessee WREC • Miami, Florida WLRN 
Minneapolis, Minnesota WCAL~FM • New Orleans, Louisiana WWNO • New York, New York WMCA 

Notre Dame, Indiana WSND • Omaha, Nebraska KIOS • Pensacola, Florida WMEZ • Phoenix, Arizona KTAR 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania WQED • Portland, Oregon KEX • Providence, Rhode Island WEAN 

Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina WDBS • Rochester, New York WPXN 
Sacramento, California KFBK • Salt Lake City, Utah KWMS • San Francisco, California KKHI 

Santa Barbara, California KDB • Seattle, Washington KIRO • Springfield, Illinois WSSR 
St. Louis, Missouri KFUO • Takoma Park, Maryland WGTS 

Urbana, Illinois WILL • Washington, D.C. WGMS 
Youngstown, Ohio WYSU 

European Perspective is made possible by a grant from 
The Delegation of the Commission of the European Communities, Washington, D. C. 

and is produced by Parkway, America's Fine Arts Broadcasting Service, 
7979 Old Georgetown Road, Washington, D.C. 20014- (301) 657-9808 
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Translating 
Machines. 

for instance, and machine-readable diction
aries for computer-aided or human transla
tions. 

ficult to follow the logic of mistranslations 
made by the machine, and this meant that the 
cost in time needed for revision was much 
higher for machine translations. • • • 

"Eurotra"-an advanced language translat
ing system-is being planned by the Com
munity. In early June the Commission passed 
on to the Council of Ministers a proposal for 
a research and development program for such 
a machine translating system. The commu
nication also outlined a second action plan 
for improving information transfer between 
European languages. 

The first action plan was launched at the 
end of 1976. One of the most promising pos
sibilities of it seemed to lie in introducing 
computer technology into multilingual activ
ities and automating the translation proce
dure as far as possible. The Commission now 
has a terminology bank, "Eurodicautom," 

When the "Euronet" network was set up 
earlier this year, the Commission began ex
perimenting with a machine translation sys
tem, "Systran," to see to what extent tech
nical and scientific translations could be 
handled by machine. A first, experimental 
version in the English-French language pair 
was tested in 197 6, and a second test, on 
specialized agricultural texts, in 1978. After 
revision, it was found that the intelligibility 
of the machine-translated texts was exactly 
the same-98 percent-as for the same texts 
translated by hand. 

Perhaps the most encouraging aspect of 
Systran was the scope revealed for improve
ment: Between the first evaluation and the 
second, the average intelligibility of machine 
translations rose from 45 percent to 78 per
cent. Though Systran will continue to be 
available through Euronet in the scientific, 
technical, and transfer of know-how areas 
where it is most useful, it is too limited for 
the Community's wider needs. 

Experience with Systran encouraged the 
Commission to proceed with its more am
bitious project-Eurotra. A group of experts 
brought together by the Commission in 1978 
decided unanimously on the need to create 
and operate at Community-level a truly Eu
ropean machine translation system. 

The old joke about the machine translation 
of the famous saying, "The spirit is willing, 
but the flesh is weak" that came out, "The 
alcohol is a volunteer, but the meat is flabby" 
still holds some truth. Revisers found it dif-

OF 
THE 

COMMUNITY 

US-EC RELATIONS 

Antidumping Levy on Yarn 
A provisional antidumping levy on cer
tain polyester yarn from the United 
States was announced in early Septem
ber by the EC Commission. 

The duty is to remain in force until 
the end of the year when the Council 
of Ministers will have passed a defin
itive measure. The provisional levy af-

year. Countries most affected by the 
surge in imports were Britain and Italy. 

Action on Steel 
President Jimmy Carter's recent an
nouncement concerning the new 
American steel policy was seen by the 
EC Commission as a return to the in
ternational agreement accepted in 1977 
by major industrialized countries in the 
Organization for Economic Coopera
tion and Development. 

The US move also resulted in the 
dropping of the US Steel Corporation's 
antidumping charges against EC steel 
shipments and led to a resumption of 
the trigger price mechanism setting a 
minimum price for steel imports into 
the United States. 

The EC Commission also sought in 
late September an agreement from the 
Community steel industry to proposed 
cutbacks in production for the coming 
year in view of the probable drop in 
demand. Following a meeting between 
the European steel group known as 
Eurofer and Industrial Affairs Com-
missioner Etienne Davignon, the Com
mission announced there had been 
unanimous agreement that immediate 
steps to stabilize the market should be 
taken. The Commission indicated it 
would prepare such proposals for an 
upcoming Council meeting. 

fects textured and nontextured yarn, h f · 1 
which have significantly increased their Pus or Investment m Ita Y 
penetration into Community markets The Italian Government has mounted 
in recent months at selling prices deemed a major marketing program in North 
below production costs. America to encourage investment by 

The dumping margins were said to US and Canadian firms in the Mez
vary from 9 to over 15 percent, and zogiorno region of southern Italy, it 
in some cases US companies involved was announced in early October. 
refused to provide information re- An office will be set up in New York 
quested by the Commission during its with branches in Los Angeles and 
investigation into the charges. Montreal, a special delegation told the 

Imports of the polyester yarn rose press. The mission is backed up by 
from 4 percent of the Community mar- technical staff. 
ket in 1978 to about 10 percent last Already, 76 US manufacturing com-

panies have direct investments of $2.4 
billion and employ 37,000 workers in 
the region. The Mezzogiorno covers 
about two-thirds of Italy and encom
passes 20 million people. Financial in
centives were seen as a prime magnet 
for foreign investment there, including 
cash grants of up to 40 percent of fixed 
investments, soft loans, a wide spec
trum of tax reliefs and allowances, and 
no-cost technical assistance and per
sonnel training. 

EXTERNAL 

Brazil-EC Accord Signed 
A new cooperation agreement was 
signed in mid-September between the 
Community and Brazil. 

The framework accord is designed 
to encourage the expansion and har
monious development of commercial 
and economic cooperation between the 
two parties. It also sets up a joint com
mittee to oversee and promote such 
activities for a period of five years. 

Trade between Brazil and the Com
munity has increased five times in the 
last 1 0 years, and now Brazil is the 
Community's largest trading partner 
in the developing world. 

In addition to this new agreement, 
the Community has also concluded an 
accord with Mexico and is discussing 
one with the Andean group of Latin 
American nations. 

Views on Turkey, Mideast 
A declaration urging the new military 
government in Turkey to restore civil
ian rule as soon as possible was issued 
by the Council of Foreign Ministers 
during its meeting in late September. 

The statement said that the Com
munity would watch closely events in 
Turkey and urged authorities to guar-

antee the human rights of all the po
litical.and trade union leaders detained 
since the bloodless takeover in mid
September. The ministers did not take 
any action concerning the association 
agreement between the Community and 
Turkey. 

Concerning the Middle East, the 
ministers expressed their preoccupa
tion about attacks on the territory and 
sovereignty of Lebanon and asked that 
restraint be used in the region to allow 
the United Nations forces to exercise 
their peace-keeping role. 

It was also decided to grant a new 
negotiating mandate for talks with 
Zimbabwe over the newly independent 
country's accession to the Lome Con
vention. 

Talks With India Resume 
The second round of negotiations be
tween the Community and India on a 
new trade and economic cooperation 
agreement began in Brussels in mid
September. Both sides indicated they 
hoped the new pact would be con
cluded before the end of the year. 

Indian commerce minister, Pranab 
Mukherjee, had visited Brussels a week 
earlier to discuss bilateral commercial 
issues with Commission members. 

Mukherjee also held a meeting with 
Indian commercial representatives in 
Europe to help them develop a new 
strategy to increase the country's ex
ports to the region. At both gatherings 
the Indian minister stressed the need 
for diversification of India's exports. 
He also noted the increase in protec
tionist tendencies in Community and 
other industrialized nations. 

It was noted that about 47 percent 
of India's exports are destined for Ger
many and Great Britain and that 65 
percent are included in eight products: 
textiles and garments, leather and 
leather goods, tea, diamonds, oil cakes, 
tobacco, carpets, and coffee. 
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Thorn Completes Mission 
Luxembourg Foreign Minister Gaston 
Thorn completed his last round of vis
its in the Middle East in late September. 

Thorn's mandate from the Com
munity was to investigate the possi
bilities for an EC peace plan for the 
troubled region. The first phase of the 
visit took Thorn to Israel and then con
sultations with Palestinian leaders. 

The second phase of the visit in
volved contacts with Israeli Prime Min
ister Menachem Begin as well as several 
Palestinian leaders. Thorn emphasized 
the Community position that settle
ments to the disputes would best be 
achieved with the participation of the 
Palestinian peoples rather than through 
the Israeli and Egyptian negotiators 
alone. 

Begin, however, maintained his 
Government's steadfast objections to 
such an arrangement and added that 
the real source of conflict in the Middle 
East was Arab rivalry. 

Ties With Japan Discussed 
Statistics showing deterioration of the 
EC trade deficit with Japan this year 
brought a renewed discussion of Jap
anese relations in a September EC 
Commission meeting. 

Figures for the first seven months of 
the year showed an increase of 65 per
cent in the Community deficit. They 
also indicated that Japanese exports to 

the Community had increased by 65 
percent while European shipments to 
Japan had grown by only 2.7 percent 
during that time. The discussion fo
cused on the need to persuade the 
Council of Ministers to adopt the re
cent Commission proposal for a new 
negotiating approach with Japan. 

The new proposal, the subject of a 
preliminary discussion in the Council 
in July, called for an end to numerous 
national restrictions against imports 
from Japan and a common front for 
seeking restraint from Japan in its ex
port policy. 

ASEAN Accord In Force 
The tempo of relations between the 
Community and the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN ) was 
stepped up in September as a result of 
the exchange of ratification documents, 
on the cooperation treaty that was 
signed in March and would go into 
force October 1. 

Officials from both groups met in 
Brussels at that time to form working 
groups in the three priority fields of 
cooperation visualized in the accord
trade, economics and development, and 
services and technology . They al so 
planned the late November meeting of 
the joint committee set up in the pact. 

EC Statement on Gulf War 
Meeting in a special session in New 
York in late September at the gathering 
of the UN General Assembly, the EC 
Council of Ministers issued a statement 
calling for a halt in fighting between 

Iraq and Iran. It noted the need to keep 
the conflict from assuming "a larger 
dimension" and underlined the impor
tance to world economies of free nav
igation in the Gulf. 

The EC Commission meanwhile re
leased figures on the weight of Iraq and 
Iran in the EC oil supply. The two 
countries supplied 12 and 8 percent 
respectively of the Community's 1979 
oil imports, but their share dropped to 
10 and 4 percent in the first part of 
1980. Iraq supplied about 20 percent 
of France's and Italy's crude oil im
ports. The total imported from pro
ducers in the Gulf area amount~d to 

about 58 percent, said the Commis-

spending for energy-saving projects to 
about EUA 55 million since 1978. 

EUA 10 million in financial aid for 
demonstration projects in geothermal 
energy was also earmarked for the pe
riod 1980-85. The grants will cover up 
to 40 percent of project expenses, largely 
in drilling for untapped geothermal 
energy to be used for heating purposes. 

Uranium prospecting in the Com
munity will benefit from EC financing 
of EUA 9 million. Twenty grants will 
cover 30 to 70 percent of total costs 
for projects in Germany, Ireland, Italy, 
and Britain. The biggest project in It
aly, receives EUA 3 million. 

sw;he statement also indicated that EC Oil Recycling Conference 
stocks of reserve oil added up to 120 The important connection between re
days' consumption in case of a cutoff cycling used oil and conservation of 
in Gulf traffic. It was underlined, how- scarce energy resources, along with 
ever, that about half of Iraq's oil could preservation of the natural environ
be transported toward the Mediterra- ment, was underlined at the second 
nean via land pipelines rather than European conference on recycling used 
through the Gulf. oil in Paris in early October. 

Customs Talks Proposed 
Negotiations on a customs union be
tween the Community and Cyprus were 
proposed by the EC Commission in late 
August. 

The talks would cover the timetable 
and details of a full customs union to 
be in place by 1990. The dismantling 
of tariffs under the 1973 association 
agreement with Cyprus, which pro
vided for the creation of a full customs 
union, would begin in 1981. Elimi
nation of remaining tariff barriers and 
adoption of the EC common customs 
tariff by Cyprus would take place dur
ing the period 1984-90. 

The negotiations would also treat 
elimination of quantitative restrictions, 
coordination of trade policy, rules of 
competition, taxes, and economic leg
islation. The present association agree
ment has granted Cyprus duty-free en
try for industrial goods into the 
Community and specific reductions on 
agricultural goods, which constitute 75 
percent of the island's exports to the 
Community. 

ENERGY 

Funding for Energy Projects 
Funding for projects in energy savings, 
geothermal demonstrations, and ura
nium prospecting were recently an
nounced by the EC Commission. 

Over the next five years the Com
mission will help finance about 60 

EC Commission Vice President Lor
enzo Natali, in charge of environmen
tal policy, observed that a 1975 direc
tive on processing used oils was the 
first measure adopted by the Com
munity environmental action program. 
He also noted that currently only about 
50 percent of used oils in the Com
munity were collected and others were 
still discharged into the environment. 
While these represent only a small por
tion of pollutants, they are an impor
tant economic waste, he said. Natali 
also mentioned that the 1975 directive 
had not been evenly applied through
out the Community. 

Oil Imports Down 
Import figures for crude oil and oil 
products were down for the first eight 
months of this year by 12.5 percent 
over 1979, Energy Commissioner Guido 
Brunner announced in early Septem
ber. 

He called the record a "striking suc
cess" for the Community. Imports to
taled about 313 million tons through 
August 1980,44 million tons under the 
same period a year ago. Brunner added 
that on the basis of the present figures, 
the Community should easily import 
less than its goal for the year of no 
more than 4 72 million tons. This should 
not be a signal for relaxation, he warned, 
as the ultimate goal is a reduction from 
the present 54 percent dependence on 
imported oil to about 40 percent by 
1990. 

projects designed to demonstrate new E N V I R Q N M E N T 
techniques in energy savings. The --------------
Commission's contribution totals EUA 

27 million. 
Up to 40 percent of project costs will 

come from Commission sources. The 
undertakings range from research and 
demonstrations in heat conversion and 
recovery to testing new modes of trans
port. This funding brings total EC 

Asbestos Standards Proposed 
Standards and limits on the exposure 
of workers to asbestos were recom
mended to the Council of Ministers by 
the Commission in mid-September, the 
second in a series of measures designed 
to protect the health and safety of the 
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working population. 
The measure seeks to harmonize na

tional rules and standards and follows 
an earlier proposal to combat lead poi
soning. Certain uniform standards lim
iting exposure to asbestos and requir
ing regular medical examinations and 
other safety precautions at the work 
place are also included in the proposed 
directive. 

Asbestos has been known to be as
sociated with a number of ailments and 
tumors, yet its use in construction and 
other industries has become wide
spread, and some workers are regularly 
exposed to the substance. This pro
posal follows the adoption of a frame
work directive on protection against 
potentially harmful chemical sub
stances. Directives against other sub
stances such as mercury, cadmium, and 
arsenic are expected to follow. 

AID 

Review of ACP Relations 
The first review of relations since the 
signature of the Lome II Convention 
was held in late September when more 
than 100 members of parliaments from 
Community and African, Caribbean, 
and Pacific (ACP) countries gathered in 
Luxembourg. 

Discussions covered virtually all as
pects of the Lome agreements and bi
lateral relations, as well as broader is
sues, such as the North/South Dialogue. 
It was noted that trade relations had 
not dramatically improved and in fact 
had deteriorated for many ACP nations, 
although those countries as a group 
had moved back into an overall surplus 
with the Community. 

European Parliament President Si
mone Veil observed in her opening 
speech that EC efforts under Lome 
would have to be increased and that 
emphasis would have to be placed on 
aiding the poorest ACP countries and 
on reducing or eliminating hunger. 

EC Commissioner Claude Cheysson, 
in charge of development, discussed 
specific finance programs and portions 
of the Lome Convention, such as the 
sugar protocol and the Stabex system. 
He also emphasized the need to help 
Zimbabwe in its drive to become an 
independent nation. 

Aid for Refugees, Disasters 
East Africa and the Caribbean were 
designated in early October to receive 
emergency assistance from the Com
munity. 

EUA 1.2 million was allocated to 
Kenya to help overcome the effects of 
a drought; and for neighboring Uganda, 
EUA 500,000 was recommended to help 
the victims of fighting in that country. 
EUA 200,000 had been allocated last 
summer for the population of Kara
moja in Uganda. 

Additional aid for islands hit by the 



July Hurricane Allen in the Caribbean 
included allocations for Dominica, St. 
Vincent, and St. Lucia. In addition, an 
emergency food aid grant of about 200 
tons of powdered milk was allocated 
for Grenada. Jamaica, Haiti (the island 
worst hit), Barbados, Guadeloupe, and 
Martinique had earlier been allocated 
emergency aid. Relief totaling EUA 1 
million had also been granted under 
the Lome Convention aid program. 

The Commission over the summer 
also allocated aid of EUA 5 million to 
assist refugees who had fled Ethiopia 
for Somalia. EUA 200,000 was granted 
to help Germany with the cost of out
fitting a ship to transport refugees from 
Vietnam. About 2,000 persons have 
been accepted by Germany in the last 
year. The Commission also granted EUA 

150,000 for regions hit in late July by 
an earthquake in Nepal. 

EIB Loans Granted 
The European Investment Bank, the 
Community's bank for long-term fi
nance, recently granted a loan of EUA 

5 million to help finance small and 
medium-scale industrial and tourism 
ventures in Malawi. 

For improvements to cobalt produc
tion facilities in a plant at Chambeshi, 
Zambia, the bank lent EUA 8 million. 
The loan goes toward investment worth 
about EUA 17 million in a vacuum re
fining facility to produce a higher grade 
of industrial cobalt with improved fil
tering equipment to reduce metal losses 
in the production process. 

The loans were advanced at 8 per
cent interest for periods of 12 to 10 
years respectively. 

ECONOMY 

Aid to Shipbuilding Sector 
A proposal setting new guidelines for 
aids to the shipbuilding industry was 
approved by the EC Commission in 
early September. 

The new rules were designed to re
place an earlier program and will co
ordinate diverse national aids into a 
Community pattern. Such a plan will 
avoid competitive underbidding by 
governments seeking to assist their do
mestic industries. 

The guidelines, which would be ef
fective for 1981 and 1982, would allow 
production aids associated with re
structuration programs and would per
mit aids granted to save a particular 
firm; aids to ship owners; and financial 
assistance to compensate for losses and 
generate capital, among others. 

Electronics Industry Plan 
Steps to stimulate the European elec
tronics and telecommunications indus
try were stepped up in September. Dur
ing the month the Commission released 
full details of a plan to encourage the 
sector, and Industry Commissioner 

Etienne Davignon addressed an indus
try trade fair to seek support for the 
Commission's program. 

The plan forwarded to the Council 
of Ministers emphasized the need for 
cooperation on the European level to 
open up markets and harmonize stan
dards. The thrust of the new drive is 
to promote the EC micro-electronics 
and telecommunications industry to a 
position where it can challenge Amer
ican and Japanese competitiors for a 
fairer share of the Community and 
world markets~ 

The Commission noted that for many 
products, EC member states repre
sented about 25 to 33 percent of the 
world market while the Community 
industry only covered 10 percent of this 
demand. In his speech Davignon stressed 
the need for European society to adjust 
to the rapid changes in technology. He 
said this might require modifications 
in education and occupations. 

Marriage Bureau Reports 
The Business Cooperation Center, or 
"marriage bureau," recently reported 
that its activities during the past two 
years had led to 36 bilateral and mul
tilateral cooperation agreements. 

The center indicated special interest 
in sectors such as banking; subcon
tracting; fairs; medical, hospital, and 
hotel equipment; and bronze founding. 
It warned that small and intermediate
sized banks will increasingly fall under 
the control of large international bank 
groupings unless they organize in co
operation across national boundaries. 

In other areas the center observed 
that it would have to increase its work 
with companies from Greece and the 
other EC candidate countries, but it 
recommended that exchanges of infor
mation be discontinued with other 
countries outside the Community. 

The center was established several 
years ago to serve as a clearing house 
for information about companies in
terested in cooperative ventures or 
mergers. 

Steel Output Seen Dropping 
A steel production forecast released in 
early September indicated an expected 
drop of about 13 percent below the 
fourth quarter last year. 

While the EC Commission pointed 
out that the figures were preliminary 
predictions, a sharp deterioration in 
the industry's statistics was noted for 
recent months. Declines in the con
struction and automobile industries 
were said to be sharp. World market 
conditions are also down thereby de
creasing the prospects for exports from 
EC producers. 

The forecast will probably require 
the Commission to make new propos
als for social measures for the steel in
dustry, it was reported. 

Production Slump Expected 
The expected slump in industrial pro
duction gathered momentum in the 

second quarter of 1980, according to 
a report released by the EC Commis
sion in early September. 

The regular survey showed produc
tion figures for June at0.1 percent be
low the same period last year. For the 
third consecutive month, short-term 
growth was indicated at or below the 
zero mark. It was noted that overall, 
intermediate goods industries had 
weakened; consumer goods produc
tion was sharply down; and capital or 
investment goods output was erratic. 

The report also said that Italy was 
the only country of the eight reporting 
(Ireland's reports were absent from the 
calculation) which did not register a 
downturn. Its production was up 2.1 
percent. At the other end ofthe scale 
were Denmark and Britain with figures 
down by 4.3 and 3.5 percent respec
tively. 

COMPETITION 

Plywood Imports Restrictions 
Twenty Dutch firms involved in im
porting plywood from EC member 
states were ordered by the EC Com
mission in late September to cease cer
tain restrictive practices. 

The firms concerned were 11 im
porters and nine exclusive agents which 
together with other firms had a restric-
tive agreement known as the IMA (Im-
porteurs/Agenten) Rules. The rules set 
up exclusive relationships among 
member importers and agents in the 

autos already had taken over too much 
of the European market, and the ac
cord would permit even more penetra
tion. The agreement states that half of 
the output be sold in Italy and half be 
exported. 

The Commission said the deal will 
have to be evaluated for its impact on 
the international distribution of value 
added, on trade balance, and on the 
Italian and EC markets. 

Court Rejects Appeal 
The European Court of Justice rejected 
in mid-September an appeal by a Philip 
Morris Company affiliate in Holland 
against an EC Commission decision. 
The Commission had prohibited Dutch 
Government financial aid for modern
ization and expansion of the com
pany's facilities on the basis that the 
aid reenforced the firm's competitive 
position inside the common market, 
which is prohibited in the EC compe
tition rules. 

The Commission felt that the grant 
would unfairly distort competition in 
favor of a firm representing 50 percent 
of cigarette production in Holland and 
which probably did not need the as
sistance. When the company appealed, 
the Court sided with the Commission. 
The ruling could have a major impact 
on similar, pending cases. 

AGRICULTURE 

~u.tch plyw.o~d impo~t. trade. In a?- Action on Sheepmeat 
ditlon, restnctlve conditions were laid 
down for admission to the cartel to Agriculture ministers meeting in late 
keep small firms and newcomers 'aut Septem~er reached agr,~ement on or
of the trade. ganizing the sheepmeat market and on 

The Commission found that the ex- taking action against the potentially 
elusive obligations among the IMA harmful use of hormones to fatten 
members were an infringement of EC calves. 
competition rules and ordered the par- Agreement on a Community sheep
ticipating firms to terminate the in- meat system was seen as perhaps put
fringements within two months of no- ting an end to t~e :'la!Ub w~r" betw~en 
tification. France and Bntam mvolvmg the Im

Nissan-Alfa Deal Eyed 
The Nissan-Alfa Romeo proposed ven
ture will be scrutinized by the EC Com
mission for conformity with EC com
petition rules, the Commission 
announced in late September. 

EC Commissioner Etienne Davig
non, in charge of industrial affairs, said 
the Italian Government had imposed 
the condition that the agreement be 
compatible with EC policies. The ac
cord was endorsed by then Prime 

port of lamb into France. The accord 
also covered the amount of imports to 
be admitted from other countries, such 
as Australia and New Zealand. 

Taking steps to restrict the appli
cation of hormones in calves followed 
an upsurge of recent attention in the 
press and consumer boycotting of veal 
in some countries. The agreement 
reached in the ministers' meeting was, 
however, on the principle of taking 
action, and concrete measures are yet 
to come. 

Minister Francesco Cossiga following . . . . 
months of debate and hesitation by the Ftshmg Conservation Agreed 
Government and industry. A prelude to a possible common fishing 

Under the arrangement Alfa Romeo policy was sounded in late September 
and Japanese Nissan Motor, which when ministers reached an accord on 
makes Datsuns, will jointly produce a fishing conservation measures. 
new small car in southern Italy. The The agreement concerned technical 
new plant will turn out about 60,000 and detailed measures to help preserve 
cars a year and is expected to create the stocks of fish in Community waters. 
3,500 new jobs in the depressed area. These included the size of fishing nets, 
The deal was controversial because in- seasons for catching certain vaneties 
dustry critics of the pact said Japanese of fish, and the size of fish harvested. 
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It was agreed to put these into effect 
until the end of the year without await
ing agreement on quotas for each type 
of fish for each national fishing fleet. 

The accords also involved agreement 
on restrictions in conjunction with other 
countries, primarily Norway, over a 
North Sea zone for fishing of Nor
wegian pout. 

During the recent French fishing 
blockade French fishermen made sev
eral demands. One of the main ones 
was for additional government aid to 
absorb the increased cost of fuel for 
their boats. Such subsidies have been 
under scrutiny in the past by the EC 
Commission to see if they constitute 
infractions of EC rules on state aids. 

self from the Council action, and the 
Parliament's budget committee leader 
said the action was "a major political 
challenge to the Parliament and a threat 
to the future viability of the Commu
nity and its institutions." Consultation 
had been held, however, between 
members of the Parliament and the 
Council before the actual Council ses
sion on the budget. 

As a result of the Council's action, 
it was considered likely that a conflict 
similar to last year's budget fight would 
ensue. 

MONETARY 

The awards in this third allocation 
for 1980 included 40 percent financing 
to two major water-supply projects in 
Italy and for 10 major infrastructure 
undertakings in Ireland. 

The total was EUA 44.5 million for 
154 projects in the industrial and ser
vice sectors and EUA 148.2 million for 
460 infrastructur~ projects. The three 
countries not receiving grants this time 
were France, Holland and Luxem
bourg. 

This year, the Regional Fund has 
spent EUA 596 million for projects 
throughout the Community, and dur
ing its five years in existence, the total 
contribution for regional development 
is more than EUA 3 billion for 10,3 7 4 
projects. 

----------• Recyling Petrodollars 
ENLARGEMENT 

Jenkins Visits Madrid 
During EC Commission President Roy 
Jenkins' early October consultations 
with high Spanish officials, discussions 
focused on the terms of Spanish entry 
into the Community and the possibility 
of a delay in the timetable for acces
sion. 

Jenkins conferred with the King of 
Spain, Prime Minister Adolfo Suarez, 
and others. 

Regional Funds for Greece 
Greece should be allocated 15 percent 
of the grants in the Regional Fund, 
once it becomes an EC member, said 
the Commission in late September. 

The proposal was made to the Coun
cil of Ministers for their approval fol
lowing a study of economic and social 
factors in Greece. As a result, Greece 
would get about EUA 228 million of the 
1981 funds, placing it as the third larg
est recipient behind Italy, Britain, and 
before France. 

Because of recommendations made 
earlier in regard to Regional Fund dis
tribution in the 1981 budget, there 
would be no reduction in actual funds 

EC finance ministers meeting in late M 0 N 1 z AT 1 0 N 
September discussed the international _ H_A_R ________ _ 
problem of recycling the vast sums ac-
cumulated by oil-producing countries "Consult and Inform" Plan 
and the possibili~ of est~blish.i~g an The EC Commission proposed in early 
EC loan fund to. fmance o~l deficits of October that multinational companies 
EC and developmg countnes. . and other firms be required to consult 

The fund could amou~t to $1~ bll- and inform their work forces about 
lion. and be raised on ~he mternatton~l important corporate decisions. 
capital markets or directly from ml- The measure seeks to make into 
producing countries. It wo?ld use the Community law the voluntary codes 
new European c':lrrency umt as .the ve- on rules of conduct for multinational 
hide .f~r borrowmg and would Impose companies adopted by the Organiza
condittons .on borrowers ~o t~k~ meas- tion for Economic Cooperation and 
ure.s .to brmg down their ml Import Development and the International 
deficits. The fund would. prob.a~ly re- Labour Organization. It would also 
P_lace the s~aller Ortoh Facihty de- extend to firms requirements for worker 
signed t~ ~ssist Ireland and Italy. consultation already contained in EC 

The mimsters also agreed ~n a Com- directives on mass dismissals and 
munity position for the meetmg of the ge s 

· I F d h ld · mer r · Intern~ tiona Monetary . un e 10 The new proposal would require firms 
Washmgton the followmg week, at with branches in more than one coun
which time recycl~ng petrodollars was try or purely domestic firms with more 
expected to be raised. The group fur- than one branch in the same country 
ther agreed that although the new Eu- to regularly report to workers on sub
rope~n Mone~ary System had b.ee.n jeers such as the work force, investment 
workmg well, 1t would be unreahstic plans and other matters of interest to 
to enforce the deadline for establishing the l;bor force. 
a European monetary fund. In addition, management would have 

to alert employees 40 days in advance 
of major decisions affecting them and 

received by other member states fol- REG 1 Q N S 
lowing Greek entry, although the --------------

seek their views within 30 days. Firms 
headquartered in a non-EC country 
would have to designate an affiliate in 
the Community to act as its informa-countries' percentages of total funds 

would be reduced by dividing the quota 
10 ways instead of nine. 

INSTITUTIONS 

More Budget Conflict 
The 1981 draft budget was slashed by 
about EUA 800 million by the Council 
of Ministers in late September, thus 
setting the stage for another budget 
clash between Community institutions. 
The Commission's draft budget re
ceived substantial cuts in requests for 
the Regional and Social Funds, energy 
programs, and assistance for nonas
sociated developing countries. 

Following the Council's action, the 
Commission said it "disassociated" it-

Fund Helps Create Jobs tion center. 

The European Regional Fund distrib- Automobile Insurance 
uted EUA 962 million for 2,835 projects . . 
in 1979, it was reported in early Sep- The EC <?omJ?lSSlon recently J?roposed 
tember. These contributions directly a new directive on automobile •~sur
helped to create an estimated 79,000 anc.e. The p~op~sal woul? ~oordm~t.e 
jobs throughout the Community. ~ati?~al legislation on mtmmum civil 

A total of 28 percent went for in- habtl_I~ coverage. . 
dustry and service projects, where the . Mmtmum~ of EUA 350,000 per vtc-
79,000 jobs were created. The remain- tlm.of an accident ~nd EUA500,000 p~r 
ing 72 percent went for infrastructure acct?ent were set ~n the proposed cit
operations, such as roads and power rective. It was desi~ned to correc.t the 
systems. differences that exist among nat1o~al 

coverages and follows a Commumty 

R · 1 F d A rded directive of 1972 prohibiting member 
eg10na un s wa states from continuing to require the 

Six EC member states received nearly "green card" insurance paper from for
EUA 200 million in gra~ts u~der t~e eign motorists. 
Regional Fund for proJects m theu --------------
countries, it was announced in late Sep- (EUA: 1 European unit of account equaled $1.40 
tember. in early October.) 
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Eurydice Network Begins 
"Eurydice," the Community's new ed
ucational information network, began 
operations in mid-September. 

The new education transmission sys
tem will at first connect designated 
official educational organs in each 
member state as well as EC Commis
sion offices. Its services will be avail
able to educational policy-makers to 
aid in the coordination and informa
tion gathering processes. It will also be 
opened to the other member countries 
of the Council of Europe. 

The first phase of operations will 
focus on four priority areas in the 
Community's educational action pro
gram: transition from school to work
ing life, teaching and learning foreign 
languages, education of migrant work
ers and their families, and policies and 
conditions of admission of students to 
higher education. 

The system was authorized in 1976 
as a means of improving the exchange 
of ideas and information between the 
different specialized authorities in the 
member states. Later the system will 
be accessible through the Euronet elec
tronic data bank inaugurated earlier 
this year. 

RESEARCH 

Euronet Development Plan 
An EUA 16.5 million program for the 
development of the new Euronet data 
communications network over the next 
three years was proposed by the EC 
Commission in early October. 

The program would increase Euro
net's processing capacity to meet ex
pected rapid growth in demand and to 
assure that it is linked to other net
works. Action would also be taken to 
train users and intermediaries, to im
prove access of small and medium-sized 
companies, and to stimulate export of 
European information products and 
services. 

The Euronet system is an intercon
nection of data banks and bases useful 
to all types of organizations. The sys
tem inaugurated earlier this year is ex
pected to be fully operated by the na
tional post and telecommunications 
administrations by 1983. 

Report on Research Funds 
In a report sent to the Council of Min
isters in August, the EC Commission 
proposed that most of the Commu
nity's research funds go to specific sec
tors for the next five years. These sec
tors are energy, raw materials, the 
environment, agriculture, and certain 
industrial sectors. The remaining 20 
percent of funds, said the Commission, 
should go to sectors such as medical 
research, textiles, urban development, 
and fisheries. 

In rearranging Community spending 
in research, the Commission hopes to 



• 

see science and technology spending in 
major priority sectors leading to mul
tiannual programs that will not require 
Council decisions on every activity, as 

is now the case. The Commission also 
strives for continuity in programming 
from ohe multiannual plan to the next 
and for coordination between projects. 

ternational banking activity in the 
United States, and the progress and 
proposals related to it. 

The International Banking Act of 
1978. Edited by Peter Hornbostel. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Practising Law Institute, New York, 
19.79. 360 pages. $20.00. 

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, CONFERENCES· A study of the International Bank
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ing Act of 1978, including ~s legida-

Investigative J oumalism 
A new program of grants from the Fund 
for Investigative Journalism, financed 
by the German Marshall Fund, was 
recently announced. 

Incorporated in 1969, the Fund for 
Investigative Journalism has awarded 
some 450 grants, largely to freelance 
writers covering a broad spectrum of 
topics. Application should be made in 
the form of a letter to the executive 
director, Howard Bray, describing the 
proposed investigation, its signifi
cance, and other details, including an 
itemized budget. 

For further instructions, contact The 
Fund for Investigative Journalism, Inc., 
1346 Connecticut Ave., NW, Wash
ington, DC 20036 (202/462-1844). 

Employment of Aliens 
A seminar, "Immigration and the Em
ployment of Aliens: Avoiding Exces
sive Delays and Undue Restrictions," 
will be held December 2-3 at the World 
Trade Center in New York. 

Sponsored by the World Trade In
stitute, the meeting will be of value to 

Recent Books 

those involved in the task of sec~ring 
both immigrant and nonimmigrant vi
sas for alien workers in this country. 
Also, foreign-based companies increas
ing operations in the United States will 
obtain precise information about im
migration requirements. 

For information and registration, 
contact Registrar, The World Trade 
Institute, One World Trade Center, 
SSW, New York, NY 10048 (212/466-
4044). 

tive history, its effects on foreign in
terests, as well as its impact on state 
regulation. 

Current Trends in Domestic and In
ternational Licensing of Technology. 
Edited by Roger M. Milgrim and J. 
Thomas McCarthy. Practising Law 
Institute, New York, 1979. 504 
pages. $20.00. 

Discusses various aspects of inter
national and domestic licensing ar
rangements, reviewing antitrust and 
misuse law and citing court cases in 

Intemationa~ Marketing this area. 

The University of Michigan will pre- Legal Aspects of Doing Business in 
sent five-day seminars on international Latin America. Edited by Jose T. 
marketing management March 23-27 Moscoso. Practising Law Institute, 
and Ju~e 1-5, ~98~. . New York, 1979. 296 pages. $20.00. 

Semmar toptcs mclude developmg Discusses the legal as well as the 
international market strategy, market financial and technolgical aspects of 
intelligence, market entry, distribution doing business in Mexico Brazil Ar
chanriels and logistics, product policy gentina Chile and the A~dean Com-
and pricing, and advertising. mon Market Countries. 

For more information · and registra-
tion, write Gail Benninghoff, Division A New Look at Legal Aspects of 
of Management Education, The Uni- Doing Business with China. Edited 
versity of Michigan, 1735 Washtenaw by Howard M. Holtzmann and Wal-
Avenue, Ann Arbo.r, MI 48109. ter Sterling Surrey. Practising Law 

Institute, New York, 1979. 792 
pages. $20.00. 

Examines legal setting in which 
US-China trade is taking place a year 
after recognition; appendixes include 

Europe periodically lists books dealing with Community and Atlantic top
ics. Prices are also given when known. This presentation does not indicate 
approval or recommendation of these publications, which can be purchased 
or ordered from most booksellers. 

specific agreements and accords be
tween the two. 

A Profile of Grant-Aided Industry in 
Ireland. By Dermot ·McAleese. Indus
trial Development Authority, Dublin, 
1977. 92 pages. 

The Politics of East-West Communi
cation in Europe. By Karl E. Birn
baum. Saxon House, Westmead, 
Farnborough, Hants, 1979. Available 
from Renouf USA, Inc., Brookfield, 
VT. 182 pages including index. 
$27.00. . 

A study elucidating official policies 
and perceptions relating to the dia
logue between Eastern and Western 
Europe, concentrating on East Ge~
many, West Germany, and Poland; 
enunciates central policy require
ments which must be met in order to 
achieve progress in East-West com
munications. 

Foreign Investment in Southern Real 
Estate: Methods and Trends. Georgia 
World Congress Institute, Atlanta, 
1980. 121 pages. $10.00. 

Proceedings of a conference held in 
October 1979 on foreign investment 
in the southern United States; partici
pants represented the areas of fi
nance, real estate, law, and govern
ment; includes executive summary, 
speeches, and discussion. 

Europe in the Twentieth Century. By 
Roland N. Stromberg. Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1980. 
500 pages including index. $12.95. 

A history of Europe from 1900 up 
through the 1970's; includes short 
section on the birth of the European 
Community. 

Tenth Annual Institute on Interna
tional Taxation. Edited by Arthur H. 
Kroll. Practising Law Institute, New 
York, 1979. 774 pages. $20.00. 

A handbook prepared as a supple
ment to a course program on inter
national taxation; covers tax aspects 
of investment, insurance, licensing on 
an international level, as well as rec
ommendations for the effective usage 
of tax treaties in multinational activ
ity. 

International Banking Operations in 
the United States: An Update. Edited 
by Peter Hornbostel. Practising Law 
Institute, New York, 1979. 464 
pages. $20.00. 

Discusses the establishment of in-

A statistical profile of new enter
prises making up the manufacturing 
sector in Ireland. 

The State in Western Europe. Edited 
by· Richard Sease. St. Martin's Press, 
New York, 1980. 282 pages includ
ing index. $27.50. 

A collection of essays illustrating 
the variable ways in which the na
tional states of different European 
countries are intertwined with socio
economic and political forces; in
cludes discussion of Britain, France, 
Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Swe
den, and Germany. 

An Alternative Road to the Post-Pe
troleum Era: North-South Coopera
tion. By James W. Howe and James 
J. Tarrant. Overseas Development 
Council, Washington, DC, 1980. 74 
pages. $5.00. · 

A report calling for an improved 
energy trading system through invest
ment in the Third World; investigates 
prospects of developing the following 
development projects: increasing oil 

and gas explorations, conserving en
ergy, and developing substitutes for 
oil. 

Prices and Earnings Around the 
Globe. By M. Gutmann and Dr. A. 
Kruck. Union Bank of Switzerland, 
Zurich, 1979. 55 pages. 

International comparison of wages 
and salaries, and prices for food, 
clothing, housing, public and private 
transportation, restaurants, hotels, 
services, and communications. 

Commercial Laws of the Middle 
East, Release I. Edited by Allen P. K. 
Keesee, Oceana Publications, Inc., 
Dobbs Ferry, NY, 1980. Looseleaf 
service projected at four binders. 251 
pages. $85.00 per binder. 

English translation of the major 
business statutes and case law on 
commercial practices in the Middle 
East. 

Social Change in France. By Michal
ina Vaughan, et al. St. Martin's 
Press, New York, 1980. 216 pages 
including index. $22.50. 

Examines the processes of adapta
tion and resistance to change in 
France in key areas, such as educa
tion, administration, industry and 
commerce, and agriculture. 

Fusion Technology 1978. Pergamon 
Press, New York, 1979. Two vol
umes, 1,109 pages. $202.00. 

Proceedings of the Tenth Sympo
sium on Fusion Technology held in 
Padova, Italy, September 4-9, 1978. 

Driven Magnetic Fusion Reactors. 
Edited by B. Brunelli. Pergamon 
Press, New York, 1979. 476 pages. 
$71.00. 

Proceedings of the course given at 
the International School of Fusion 
Reactor Technology in Erice-Trapani, 
Italy, September 18-26, 1978 . 

Developed-Country Agricultural Poli
cies and Developing-Country Sup
plies: The Case of Wheat. By Timo
thy Josling. International Food Policy 
Research Institute, Washington, DC, 
1980. 67 pages. 

Studies the impact of the policies 
pursued by industrial countries on 
price and availability of wheat sold 
to developing countries. 

The Politics of Food. Edited by D. 
Gale Johnson. The Chicago Council 
on Foreign Relations, Chicago, 1980. 
219 pages. $3.50. 

A collection of essays examining 
food production and distribution 
from different perspectives; indicates 
that world food and nutritional 
problems lie in the realm of politics 
rather than agricultural potential. 

The Conservative Party from Heath 
to Thatcher. By Robert Behrens. 
Saxon House, Westmead, Farnbor
ough, Hants, 1980. Available from 
Lexington Books, Lexington, MA. 
139 pages including index. $17.99. 

Examines the controversy over the 
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nature of Conservatism which took 
place following the Conservative 
Party's defeat in 1974; discusses 
changes made by Margaret Thatcher 
in leadership style and organization, 
and her different approach to policy
making. 

Co-financing for Development: Why 
Not More? By Roger S. Leeds. Over
seas Development Council, Washing
ton, DC, 1980. 56 pages. $3.00. 

Assesses the scope for expanded fi
nancing of developing countries 
through collaboration of public and 
private financial institutions. 

A History of England. By .Clayton 
Roberts and David Roberts. Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 19.80. 
891 pages including index. Volume 1: 
$13.95, Volume II: $14.95. 

A comprehensive history of the 
English state and society · from prehis
toric times to the present. 

Regions in Crisis. Edited by John 
Carney, et al. St. Martin's Press, 
New York, 1980. 179 pages inClud
ing indexes. $22.50. 

A collection of papers presenting 
new perspectives in European re
gional theory; analyses deal with the 
most crucial contemporary regional 
problems and regional crisis tenden
cies in Europe. 

Investment and Input Requirements 
for Accelerating Food Production in 
Low-Income Countries by 1990. By 
Peter Oram, et al. International Food 
Policy Research Institute, Washing
ton, DC, 1979. 179 pages. 

Projection of the policies, invest
ments, and inputs required to accel
erate food production in 36 low-in
come developing countries; 
predictions indicate that d~ficits 
could occur by 1990 if the rate of 
production fails to increase. 

Structural-Mechanics in Reactor 
Technology. Edited by Thomas A. 
Jaeger and Bruno A. Boley. North
Holland Publishing Companv, New 
York, 1979. 136 pages . $292.75 per 
set ( 13 volumes) . 

Proceedings of th e fifth interna
tional conference on Structural Me
chanics in Reactor Technology held 
in Berlin, August IJ - 17, 1979. 

Onshore/Offshore Oil and Gas Mul~ 
tilingual Glossary. Graham & Trot
man, London, 1979. 490 pages. 
$44 .00. 

A glossarv of terms concerning the 
exploration and exploitation of oil 
and gas resources, in Danish, Ger
man, En gli sh, hench, lt;1lian, and 
Dutch; published for the EC Termi
nology Bureau. 

Diagnostics for Fusion Experiments. 
Edited by E. Sindoni and C Whar
ton. Pergamon Press, New York , 
1979. 6X 7 pages. $90.00. 

Proceedings of lectures and semi
nars given at the "Course on Diag
nostics for Fusion Experiments" or-

ganized by the international School 
of Plasma Physics in Varenna, Italy 
in Septer:nber 1978. 

Modelling Nitrogen from Farm 
Wastes. Edited by j .K.R. Gasser. Ap
plied Science Publishers, Ltd. Lon
don, 197 9. 1 95 pages. 
, Pr.oceedings of a Seminar in the EC 

Program of Coordination of Re
search on Animal Effluents, held in 
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, October 
10-11, 1978; presents models and 
systems for studying the transforma
tion and fate of nitrogen from animal 
effluents applied to soil s. 

The Feasibility of a Standardised 
Cqmmand Set for Euronet. IN'sPI::C. 

Oxford Microform Publications, 
Ltd., Oxford, 8 pages ;1nd 3 micro
fiches. 

Final report and select bibliog
raphy ; presents outline of the study 
including user interviews, summary 
of views expressed by t'tsers, compar
ison of existing command sets. 

West Germany: A European and 
Global Power. Edited by Wilfrid L. 
Kohl and Giorgio Basevi. Lexington 
Books, Lexington, MA, 1980. 219 
pages. $17.95. 

A collection of papers based on the 
Bologna Conference of October 
1978; discusses the economic and 
political importance·of the Commu
nity for Germany; studies Germany's 
role 

1
outside the Community and 

German policy inside the Commu
nity. 

British Social Democracy. By David 
Howell. St. Martin's Press, NY, 
1980. 342 pages including index. 
$28.50. 

An interpretation of the Labour 
Party 's current problems through a 
detailed historical analysis; examines 
the cha~ging distribution of power 
within 'the party and its effect on tra
ditional policies. 

Nuclear Energy Facilities in War. By 
Bennett Ramberg, Lexington Books, 
Lexington, MA, 1980. 201 pages in
cluding irrdex. $19.50. 

Examines the current practices, 
policies, and regulations concerning 
nuclear energy in light of potential 
sabotage; explains the vulnerabilities 
of different nuclear facilities and out
lines their strategic hazards; suggests 
specific national and international 
guidelines for monitoring nuclear ex
ports. 

The European Parliament: The 
Three-Decade Search for a United 
Europe. By Paula Scalingi, Green
wood Press, Westport, CT, 1980. 
221 pages. $18.95 . 

Reviews the development of the 
European Parliament and its attempts 
to adopt a formula of direct election; 
analyzes the Parliament's present 
shift from a federal to a confederal 
philosophy and speculates on the fu
ture of the directly elected assembly; 
contains an extensive bibliography. 
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The Comtnunity's Bc)C)kshelf 
To order the publications listed 
below, please check the desired items 
and fill out·the order blank. Mail to 
the European Community Informa
tion Service, 2100 M Street, NW, 
Suite 707, Washington, DC 20037, 

Collection of Agreements Concluded 
by the European Communities. Of
fice of Offi -;ial Publications, Luxem
bourg. 
0 Vol. 1: Bilateral Agreements EEC

Europe 1958-1975 (Austria, Malta, 
Spain, Portugal), 1977, 1,048 
pages ....................................... $55 .20 
0 Vol. 2: Bilateral Agreements EEC

Europe i958-1975 (Finland, Nor
way, Sweden, Iceland), 1977, 776 
pages .............................. ......... $55.20 
0 Vol. 3: Bilateral Agreements EEC

Europe 1958-1975 (Switzerland, 
Greece, Yugoslavia, Turkey, Cyprus), 
1978, 880 pages ........ ............. $55.20 
0 Vol. 4: Bilateral Agreements EEC

Asia, EEc-Aft;ica, EEC-America 1958-
1975, 1978, 1,008 pages ........ $55.20 
0 Vol. 5: Bilateral Agreements EAEC, 

ECSC, Multilateral Agreements EEC, 

EAEC, ECSC 1952-1975, with Index to 
Vols. 1-5, 1'979·, 970 pages ..... $55.20 
0 Vol. 6: Annual Supplement 1976, 
1979, 1,606 pages .................. $68 .00 
0 Vol. 7: Annual Supplement 1977, 
1980, 1,525 pages .................. $85.50 
0 Vols. 1-5: (full set) .......... $276.00 
Full texts of agreements made by the 
Community with nonmember states 
or other organizations. Orders will 
be forwarded to Luxembourg for 
shipment and invoicing. 

Structure and Activity of Industry 
1975 Statistical Office, Luxembourg. 
0 Methods and Definitions, 1979, 
43 pages ................................... $6.00 
0 Vol. I: Main Results, 1979, 247 
pages ....................................... $12.00 
0 Vol. II : Energy and Water, 1979, 
67 pages ................................... $6.00 
0 Vol. III: Metalliferous Ores, Pro
duction, Preliminary Processing of 
Metals , 1979, 63 pages ............. $6.00 
0 Vol. IV: Minerals and Non-Me
tallic Mineral Products, 1979, 75 
pages ......................................... $6.00 
0 Vol. V: Chemical, Man-Made 
Fibres, Rubber, Plastics, 1979, 75 
pages .. ...................... ................. $6.00 
0 Vol. VI : Manufacture of Metal 
Articles, 197~, 65 pages ........... $6.00 
0 Vol. VII: Mechanictd, Electrical 
and Instrument Engineering, 1979, 
79 pages ................................... $6.00 
0 Vol. VIII: Motor Vehicles and 
Other Means of Transport, 1979, 79 
pages ...... ....................... ..... ....... $6.00 
0 Vol. IX: Food, Drink and To-
bacco, 1979, 85 pages .............. $6.00 
0 Vol. X: Textile, Leather and 
Leather Goods, Footwear and Cloth-
ing, 1979, 87 pages .................. $6.00 

(202) 862-9540. In the New York 
area copies can be ordered from the 
European Community Information 
Service, 245 East 47th Street, New 
York, NY 10017, (212) 371-3804. 
Telephone orders are also welcome. 

0 Vol. Xl: Timber, Paper, Printing, 
Publishing, 1979, 73 pages ....... $6.00 
0 Vol. XII: jewelery, Musical In
struments, Toys, Sports Goods, 
1979, 59 pages ......................... $6.00 
0 VoL XIII: Building and Civil En
gineering, 1979, 59 pages ......... $6.00 
D Vol. XIV: Regional Data, 1979, 
96 pages ................................... $6.00 
0 Vol. XV: Data by Size of Enter-
prise, 1979, 225 pages .............. $6.00 
0 Methodology + Vol. I ...... $15.50 
0 Full set ............................... $92.00 

Analytical Tables of Foreign Trade 
(NIMEXE) 1979. Statistical Office, 
Luxembourg, 1980, Volumes A-L + 
z. 
0 Full set hard copy ............ $497.00 
0 Microfiche (Vols. A-L) ...... $95.00 
0 Vol. A: Agricultural 
Products ................ ................. $63.00 
0 Vol. B: Mineral Products .. $12.70 
0 Vol. C: Chemical Products $63.00 
0 Vol. D: Artificial Materials, 
Leather ................................... $31.60 
0 Vol. E: Wood, Cork, 
Paper, ..................................... $31.60 
0 Vol. F: Textiles, Footwear .$76.00 
0 Vol. G: Stone, Plaster, 
Glass ..... .................................. $31.6 0 
0 Vol. H: Iron and Steel ....... $38.00 
0 Vol. 1: Other Base Metals .$31.60 
0 Vol.]: Machinery 
Appliances ...................... .. .... $104.00 
0 Vol. K: Transport 
Equipment ............... ............... $20.50 
0 Vol. L: Optical, Precision 
Instruments ............................. $4 7.50 
0 Summary Volume: Countrit:s, 
Products ................................. $63.00 

0 Canada and the European Com
munity. Information Service, Ottawa, 
1979, 24 pages ... ..... ... ... ... .. .. . free 
Includes a brief description of the 
Community, the EC-Canada frame
work agreement, the EC Delegation 
in Ottawa, an EC-Canada chronol
ogy, a short bibliography, and a sta
tistical annex. 

0 The European Parliament: Bibli
ography 1979. European Parliament, 
Luxembourg, 1980, 38 pages ... . free 
A bibliography of books and articles 
on the Parliament published in 1979. 

0 Working Towards European Uni
fication: Budget 1980. Group of the 
European People's Party, Luxem-
bourg, 1980, 30 pages .. .. free 
Contributions of the Group of the 
European People's Party (Christian
Democratic Group) in the debates on 
the 1980 budget. 

• 
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] True or False?: Questions about 
he European Community. European 
4ile No. 13114, 1980. Commission, 
~russels, 1980, 14 pages ....... ... free 
<\ leaflet giving answers to some of 
~he questions posed or criticisms 
nade about the European Commu-
1ity. 

view of the Commission's communi
cation on linking development aid 
with standards on working condi
tions in developing countries. 

0 Report on the Need for and Defi
nition of a Common Position for 
Adoption by the Member States of 
the Community at the Third UN 

~The European Community and ja- Conference (9th session) on the Law 
[>an. Europe Information No. 33/80. of the Sea and on the Participation 
Commission, Brussels, 1980, by the Community in Its Own Right 
1 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . free in the Agreements to be Concluded 
4. review of EC-]apanese trade and at the End..of the Conference. Work-
~conomic relations; statistics on bi- ing Document 1-725179. European 
rateral trade. Parliament, Luxembourg, February 8, 

d h 
1980, 55 pages ...................... free 

~Spain an t e Euro~ean Commu- By Alain Gillot for the Legal Affairs 
mty. E~r?pe Informatton No. 29/80. Committee; discusses the question of 
Comm1ss1on, Brussels, 1980, 16 member state sovereignty versus 
pages ......... · · · · · · · · · · · ... · · · · .... · · .. · free Community competence in the con-
Covers the 1970 Spam-EC ~rade . text of the UN Conference on the 
-:lgreement, trade problems tn steel, Law of the Sea and the specific prob-
(ish~r~es, texti~es and shoes, and . [ems posed by the conference for 
Spam s accesston to the Communtty. both th.e Community and its member 

:::J Portugal and the European Com
munity. Europe Information No. 341 
80. Commission, Brussels, 1980, 18 
pages ................................... free 
Describes the 1972 Portugal-EC 
trade agreement, the negotiations for 
Portugal's accession to the Commu
nity, and EC financial aid to Portu
gal. 

states. 

D The Community Today. Commis
sion, Brussels, 1979, 225 pages $7.00 
A basic review of the history, institu
tions, and internal and external ac
tivities and policies of the Commu
nity. 

D Europe Today: State of European 
Integration 1979. European Parlia
ment, Luxembourg, 1980, 586 pages 
...................................... $15.80 

D The European Community and 
the EFT A Countries. Europe Infor
mation No. 35/80. Commission, f Deals with the institutional structure 
Brussels, 1980, 19 pages ......... . ree of the Community, common eco-
Details the contents of the trade 
agreements with EFT A countries in 
general and trade relations with each 
individual EFTA member; statistical 
annex. 

0 Implications for the Southern 
Mediterranean Countries of the Sec
ond Enlargement of the European · 
Community. Europe Information 
Development. Commission, Brussels, 
1980, 40 pages ...................... free 
A study prepared for the Commis
sion by Robert Taylor; explores the 
impact of enlargement on the Medi
terranean countries' agricultural and 
industrial trade with the Community. 

D Report on the EMS as an Aspect 
of the International Monetary Sys
tem. Working Documents 1-6]/80. 
European Parliament, Luxembourg, 
April 11, 1980, 23 pages ......... free 
By Giorgio Ruffolo for the Commit
tee on Economic and Monetary Af
fairs; a short discussion of the Euro
pean Monetary System as an 
instrument of European Monetary 
Union and its role in the interna
tional monetary system. 

D Report on Development Coopera
tion and the Observance of Certain 
International Standards Governing 
Working Conditions. Working Docu
ments 111179. European Parliament, 
Luxembourg, May 2, 1979, 
20 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . free 
By Kai Nyborg for the Committee on 
Development and Cooperation; a re-

nomic and social policies, the com
mon agricultural policy, and external 
relations; refers to the treaties and 
official documents of the Council, 
Commission, and Parliament. 

D The Challenges Ahead-A Plan 
for Europe. European Perspectives. 
Commission, Brussels, 1979, 80 
pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00 
Report of an expert group on na
tional and Community experience 
with medium and long-term eco
nomic forecasting; annexes on na
tional planning experience in six 
member states and the Community. 

D Bibliography on Energy. European 
Documentation B211. Commission, 
Brussels, 1979, 43 pages ....... $1.45 
A bibliography of official documents, 
legislation, and Community publica
tions on energy policy as of Septem
ber 15, 1979. 

D A Study on Prices and Structures 
in the Food Distribution Industries in 
Ireland and the Netherlands. Evolu
tion of concentration and competi
tion series No. 48, Commission, 
Brussels, 1980, 170 pages ...... $6.25 
Results of research on consumer 
prices and structures in the food and 
drink distribution industries in Ire
land and the Netherlands. 

D The Spreading of Animal Excre
ment on Utilized Agricultural Areas 
of the Community. Information on 
Agriculture No. 51, Commission, 

Brussels, 1979, 54 pages ........ $1.95 
Summary report of two studies: one 
on the limitation of quantities of 
manure and criteria for use, and the 
second on regions with intensive ani
mal farming. 

0 The Evaluation of Research and 
Development. EUR 6346, Commis
sion, Luxembourg, 1979, 539 
pages ............. Vol. I and II: $15.80 
Proceedings of a conference held in 
Copenhagen, June 29-july 1, 1978. 

0 Evolution of Patent Filing Activi
ties in the EEC. EUR 6574, Commis
sion, Luxembourg, 1980, 368 
pages ....... .......... .............. $54.00 
Statistical survey of patent applica
tions published in Belgium, France, 
Germany, Luxembourg, the Nether
lands, and the United Kingdom for 
the years 1969-75. 

0 Geonomenclature 1980. Statistical 
Office, Luxembourg, 1980, 170 
pages ............................... $10.00 
Country nomenclature for external 
trade statistics. 

D Methodology of Surveys on Fam
ily Budgets. Statistical Office, Lux
embourg, 1980, 191 pages .. $15.80 
Describes the methods used for har
monized national surveys on family 
budgets conducted in the member 
states in 1979. 

D General Government Accounts 
and Statistics 1970-1977. Statistical 
Office, Luxembourg, 1980, 384 
pages . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . $17.00 
Yearbook 1978; consolidated ac
counts for central and local govern
ment and for social security funds. 

D Fisheries: Catches by Region 
1966-1978. Statistical Office, Lux
embourg, 1980, 219 pages .. $25.00 
Yearbook 1980; catches by fishing 
region for principle species. 

0 Prices Received by Farmers: Unit 
Values. Agricultural Markets, Special 
Number. Commission, Brussels, June 
1980, 65 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.00 
Unit value prices for principle agri
cultural products in national cur
rency and units of account received 
by farmers in the member states, 
Norway, Sweden, Austria, Switzer
land, Greece, and the United States 
for the marketing years 1959/60 
through 1978179. 

D Labour Force Sample Survey 
1973-1975-1977. Statistical Office, 
Luxembourg, 1980, 197 pages 
.. ... .. .. ........ ........ ..... .. . .. ... $18.00 
Harmonized and comparable data on 
the main characteristics of employ
ment and unemployment in the 
Community. 

D Social Indicators for the European 
Community 1960-1978. Statistical 
Office, Luxembourg, 1980, 234 
pages . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $27.60 
Data on population and demogra
phy, employment, working condi-

tions, social protection, health, edu
cation, and housing in the 
Community with some comparative 
international data. 

0 Regional Development Pro
gramme: Mezzogiomo 1977-1980. 
Regional Policy Series No. 6. Com
mission, Brussels, 1980, 373 pages 

...................................... $12.40 
Regional policy program of Italy for 
the Mezzogiorno, submitted to the 
Commission in accordance with the 
provisions of the European Regional 
Development Fund. 

0 Pre-school Education in the Euro
pean Community. Education Series 
No. 12. Commission, Brussels, 1980, 
119 pages .......................... $5.20 
Brings together preparatory work of 
the Commission in the field of pre
school education during 1978-79. 

D The Development of Permanent 
Education in Europe. Education Se
ries No.3. Commission, Brussels, 
1980, 81 pages ................... $3.45 
Report by Henri ]anne and Bertrand 
Schwartz for the Commission on the 
conditions required to develop per
manent education in the member 
states and possible Community initi
atives in this field. 

0 Etude sur Ia concentration, les 
prix et les marges dans le complexe 
agro-alimentaire grec. Evolution de 
1a concentration et de Ia concurrence 
No. 50. Commission, Brussels, 1980, 
496 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15.00 
Study on the structure of production, 
distribution, and prices for food and 
beverages in Greece. 

0 Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics 
1975-1978. Statistical Office, Lux
embourg, 1980, 301 pages .. $17.80 
Yearbook 1980; statistics on all 
phases of agricultural activity in the 
Nine. 

D Balances of Payments: Geographi
cal Breakdown 1974-1978. Statistical 
Office, Luxembourg, 1980, 169 pages 

...................................... $28.00 
Yearbook 1980. 
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